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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS
Dear Reader,
We are proud to present Volume Five of the James Madison Undergraduate Research Journal. This volume features nine
examples of undergraduate research and scholarship, the most we have ever published in an academic year. It represents
multiple disciplines here on campus, showcasing work from Geographic Science, Psychology, Kinesiology, Nursing,
History, and Communication Studies. We’ve also included a teaser from “Hackers and the Dark Net,” a Media Arts
& Design multimedia article available online through the JMURJ Scholarly Commons site.
Across two semesters, 23 students from 12 different majors and 15 minors served on the Volume 5 JMURJ Editorial
Board. Students in two new leadership positions—managing editor and intern—put countless hours into administrative
and editorial work to ensure the success of the journal. Our editing team collaborated with undergraduate researchers
and scholars in more than 25 majors to revise manuscripts for accuracy, accessibility, and consistency. Our design team
worked heroically, starting from blank pages, to reimagine the journal’s look, layout, and artwork.
JMURJ participated in JMU’s Undergraduate Research Review process and, with help from our marketing team,
promoted undergraduate research and scholarship at the Spring 2018 Honors Symposium and during Centennial
Scholars and JMU X-Labs meetings. Our marketers also coordinated JMURJ’s third annual photography contest,
publishing the winning photographs on this volume’s front, inside, and back covers.
We would especially like to thank the JMU faculty members, administrators, and administrative assistants who have
supported JMURJ through the years. It is an honor to have worked with these individuals and an honor to publish a
volume that truly represents the time and hard work we all put into creating it. We are excited to continue growing
in the years to come and are pleased to have you, the reader, along for the journey.
All the best,
The JMURJ Editorial Board
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THE BIRDS AND THE BEES
The Impact of Parent-Child Communication on
Adolescent Sexual Health
Hannah Adams

ABSTRACT
Having “the talk” with children can be difficult and uncomfortable. However, recent behavioral research
indicates that having this conversation, and having it often, is important for raising sexually healthy
adolescents. This paper provides an overview of the literature surrounding the role of parent-adolescent
communication in the development of sexually healthy young adults, including benefits for LGBTQIA+
youth. The findings suggest that non-judgmental parental communication can encourage condom use, delay
initiation of intercourse, and reduce mental health issues arising from a perceived lack of support for sexual
choices.
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Parenting children is a complex business, and raising
sexually healthy adolescents is no simple task. Both parents
and peer groups have been shown to be significant predictors
of the sexual behaviors of adolescents, making these groups
two of the best resources in the fight against risky sexual
behaviors and the promotion of healthy attitudes (Sneed,
Tan, & Meyer, 2015). The purpose of this paper is to provide
a comprehensive review of the literature concerning the role
of parent-adolescent communication in the development of
sexually healthy young adults. Sexually healthy people, as
discussed in this paper, refers to individuals who engage in
low risk behaviors while expressing themselves sexually with
a consensual partner. These low risk behaviors include the
use of condoms, limiting substance abuse, delaying sexual
activity, and reducing the number of sexual partners. The
factors focused on include parenting style, communication
behaviors, and their effects on condom usage in the
adolescent and young adult population.1 The research also
analyzed the mental and sexual health impacts that exist
within these relationships between adolescents who do not
identify as heterosexual and their parents.

IMPACT OF PARENTING STYLE ON CONDOM USE

One of the most preventable epidemics facing teenagers today
is the spread of sexually transmitted infections (STIs). The
use of condoms and other barrier methods greatly reduce
the risk of contracting an STI, making them one of the
most important ways to promote sexual health. However,
not all adolescents who engage in intercourse are using one
of these methods; in June 2015, about 40% of adolescents
reported not using a condom during sexual intercourse
(U.S. Department of Health and Human Services [HHS],
2015a). While more adolescents in the past two decades
have reported using condoms, young adults ages 15–24
represented over half of the 20 million newly diagnosed
STD cases in 2015 (HHS, 2015b).
One factor for reducing these numbers is the employment
of authoritative parenting methods. Two of the core values
of this style are warm, facilitative communication between
parent and adolescent and parental monitoring2 of teen
behavior. Both of these elements are needed to effectively
employ the authoritative parenting style. Askelson, Campo,
1 For the purposes of this paper, the term “adolescent” refers to
any child of high school age, specifically ages 13–18. Some studies
referenced in this paper refer to behaviors and practices of “young
adults,” or persons aged 18–26. The term “parent” refers to the primary
caregiver of an adolescent. While primary caregivers are often biological
mothers and fathers, they can also be nontraditional caregivers, such as
grandparents, foster parents, or adoptive parents.
2 “Parental monitoring” refers to parents engaging in active
conversations with their teen about certain behaviors. The term can
also include monitoring teens’ interactions with peers, with others on
social media, and with sexual or non-sexual partners.

and Smith (2012) studied this method as it occurred between
mothers and daughters. They found that an authoritative
style generally leads to more parent-child communication
about important sexual topics, such as sexual intercourse,
STIs, contraceptives, and menstruation. Parent-child
communication on these topics educates adolescents and
consistently leads to better health outcomes. The study also
revealed that this type of communication between parents
and adolescents leads to “delay[ed] sexual activity and an
increase in contraceptive and condom use” (Askelson,
Campo, & Smith, 2012, p. 439).

Parent-child communication on these topics
educates adolescents and consistently
leads to better health outcomes.
Parents who had a more authoritative parentng style
were also more effective in reducing other risk behaviors
(Baxter, Bylund, Imes, & Routsong, 2009). Teenagers of
authoritative parents were less likely to engage in risky
substance use, including alcohol and tobacco, and more
likely to use condoms during intercourse (Baxter et al.,
2009). These behaviors can lessen risky sexual choices, such
as unprotected sex.
In a separate study looking at the communication between
generations in families, the researchers found that parental
monitoring was a vital aspect to effective parenting.
The researchers looked at Caucasian, Hispanic, and
African American families, and concluded that African
American families who had open conversations about
sex in conjunction with frequent parental monitoring, or
authoritative parenting, raised adolescents who reported an
increase in condom usage, though results were inconclusive
for Caucasian and Hispanic families (Nappi et al., 2008).
The conclusions of these studies suggest that communication
about these topics is crucial to decreasing risky sexual
behaviors, but regulation and monitoring is also necessary.
Condoms are effective at preventing more than just
unwanted disease; they are also highly effective in
preventing pregnancy. In 2013, 276,203 babies were born to
mothers under the age of 20 across the United States, with
over 3,000 of those children born to mothers under the age
of 15 (HHS, 2015c). While a small portion of these babies
were planned, most were not, creating a costly problem. The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2015) estimated
that in 2010 approximately $9.4 billion went to the direct
and indirect costs associated with teenage pregnancy.
James Madison Undergraduate Research Journal
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Communication between parents and adolescents about
family planning has been shown to help decrease this issue.
In a study looking at the communication between a father
and daughter after watching the popular television shows
16 and Pregnant and Teen Mom, researchers found that more
frequent communication about sex between fathers and
daughters led to a decreased chance of sexual intercourse
(Wright, Randall, & Arroyo, 2012). While no correlation
was found between mother-daughter conversations and
the chance of sexual intercourse, the study seems to imply
that the father plays an important role in the developing
sexuality of his teenage daughter.
Another study found that community-based workshops
promoting conversations between parent and child greatly
decreased the incidence of teenage pregnancy and helped
the teen learn important lessons about sexuality (Green &
Documét, 2005). These “Parent Peer Education” workshops
were successful in educating parents about how to talk to
their children about these sensitive topics. Educated parents
are more likely to raise healthy young adults, influencing
better sexual behaviors in their teens.

EFFECT OF PERCEIVED PARENTAL SUPPORT ON
MENTAL AND SEXUAL HEALTH

Mental health is closely linked to sexual health, partly due
to the emotional connections many people feel after sexual
experiences. Specifically with the LGBTQIA+ population,
perceived parental support of sexual identification can
either harm or help the psyche of developing teens. In
general, lesbian women and gay men perceive lower
levels of parental support and family connectedness than
heterosexual women and men (Needham & Austin, 2010).
Both of these groups are also shown to have more suicidal
thoughts on average than their heterosexual counterparts
(Needham & Austin, 2010).

Teens value parents being prepared,
nonjudgmental, and willing to initiate
the conversation, while parents value
knowing more about their teens.
Teenagers within a sexual minority face unique challenges,
and the parental communication style and messages
conveyed are important to the sexual health of the teens as
they grow up. In a study looking at African American young
men who have sex with men, researchers found that teens
who have positive perceptions of communication with their
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parents reported less risky sexual behaviors (Rose, Annang,
Spencer, & Lindley, 2013). Some of the topics discussed
between parents and adolescents included both HIV/
AIDS and sexual orientation—crucial issues where formal
education can sometimes be lacking. After these talks,
both the parents and the young men reported increased
knowledge and connectedness, and the young men felt that
they could turn to their parents as a source of support and
guidence (Rose et al., 2013).
Rose et al. (2013) also looked at factors that would inhibit
these talks. Some of the perceived obstacles included
discomfort for both parties, as well as lack of knowledge,
and fear experienced on the part of the teen. Some of
the parents indicated they felt that there were no barriers
inhibiting the communication process, which presents
an issue if their teens feel differently. The researchers
also gathered recommendations for communication
improvement between parent and child. They found that
teens value parents being prepared, nonjudgmental, and
willing to initiate the conversation, while parents value
knowing more about their teens (Rose et al., 2013).
One of the biggest trials non-heterosexual adolescents
can experience is disclosing their sexual orientation to
their parents. Commonly termed “coming out,” this event
usually is significant in adolescents’ lives. In a study
looking at the parents’ reactions to their teens coming
out, researchers found that the children of parents who
reacted in opposition were at a higher risk for a myriad of
health complications, and were more likely to engage in
riskier behaviors such as binge drinking and illicit drug
use (Rothman, Sullivan, Keyes, & Boehmer, 2012). The
study also found that gay, lesbian, and bisexual teens who
had yet to disclose to their parents reported much higher
rates of risk behaviors and poorer overall health than
those teens who had come out (Rothman et al., 2012).
Both the nonverbal tone of the communication as well
as the message can play a major role in the future sexual
health of adolescents.

FUTURE RESEARCH

Going forward, there are large gaps in research that need
to be addressed. These include, but are certainly are not
limited to, studying how parents affect the mental health
of adolescents in relation to sexual practices and looking
at specific communication patterns that can further
decrease the risk for unwanted sexual outcomes, such as
sexual violence. The majority of the research looked at
two sexual health predictors: condom use during penilevaginal intercourse and delay of initiation of penile-vaginal
intercourse. However, it would be prudent to focus research
on other risky sexual behaviors, such as oral and anal

sex. There has been little research on specific parental
behaviors that decrease STIs spread by these methods,
which parents and teens alike often view as less risky than
vaginal intercourse because they cannot lead to pregnancy.

Parents who communicate with their
children about sex more frequently
in a receptive manner have a greater
chance of raising sexually healthy
adolescents and young adults.
There also seems to be a lack of longitudinal research looking
at specific sexual health consequences as teenagers become
adults. Attention to the concern would be especially useful
for parents who have non-heterosexual children and do not
know the best way to protect them. Lastly, there is a huge
research gap when it comes to parent-teen communication
about gender identity. This relatively new concern is not yet
heavily researched. Further studies could help determine
whether the health of the adolescents is impacted by parental
reactions to non-conformational gender identification.

CONCLUSION

One main theme runs through all the recent research:
parents who communicate with their children about sex more
frequently in a receptive manner have a greater chance of
raising sexually healthy adolescents and young adults. The
research looked at the effect of parental communication on
condom use (for protecting against both STIs and unwanted
pregnancy) and risk behaviors associated with a lack of
parental support for an adolescent’s sexual orientation.
Because of all the recent research on these topics, there
are many different education programs, such as “Talking
Parents, Healthy Teens” and “Keepin’ it R.E.A.L.,” that
hope to teach parents how to better educate their children
on healthy sexual behaviors. These programs pave the way
to a future where healthy sexual attitudes prevail in families
and communities around the world.
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ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE AND THE
IMPACT OF MUSIC THERAPY
A Systematic Literature Review
Hayley Guess

ABSTRACT
Although a cure for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) has yet to be discovered, several non-pharmacological treatments
can improve patients’ quality of life and provide temporary relief from the disabling symptoms. One of these
treatments is music therapy. This systematic literature review evaluates the existing research on the relationship
between Alzheimer’s disease and music therapy, with a narrowed focus on familiar music therapy, the potential
mechanisms of action that explain the efficacy of this intervention, and the resulting nursing implications
that may be utilized in practice. A search of the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature
(CINAHL) database returned 13 articles, which were analyzed and compared based on their level of evidence,
sample size, intervention, outcome measures, results, and limitations. The results of the literature review affirm
a clear relationship between music therapy and improved memory and cognition.
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Currently the sixth leading cause of death in the United
States, Alzheimer’s disease (AD) has become the most
prevalent form of dementia, a term commonly associated
with memory loss and other progressive cognitive deficits
that compromise patients’ lives. What may begin as
a misplaced object or a momentary inability to recall
newly learned information will eventually advance to a
loss of personal identity, forgotten loved ones, and utter
misperception of reality. Although a cure for AD has yet to
be discovered, several non-pharmacological treatments can
improve patients’ quality of life and provide temporary relief
from the disabling manifestations. One of these treatments
is music therapy. Music can be deeply connected with
emotional processing and memory recall, and, when utilized
as an interventional therapy for AD patients, can yield
numerous cognitive and behavioral symptomatic benefits.
The purpose of this project is a systematic literature review
that evaluates the therapeutic relationship between AD and
music therapy with a narrowed focus on familiar music
therapy, the potential mechanisms of action that explain
the efficacy of this intervention, and the resulting nursing
implications that may be utilized in practice.

METHODS

An exhaustive literature review was conducted using the
database CINAHL (EBSCO). The search terms included
“Alzheimer’s disease AND music therapy,” “Alzheimer’s
AND music therapy,” “Alzheimer’s disease symptoms
AND music therapy,” “Alzheimer’s disease AND music
therapy AND familiar music,” and “Alzheimer’s disease
AND active music therapy.” The literature search included
full text articles from academic journals in the English
language, including international articles. Only articles
published between 2007 through 2017 were reviewed, with
the exception of one relevant article from 2005. From the
initial search results, 35 articles matched the preliminary
criteria and were further reviewed if they addressed a)
Alzheimer’s disease, b) elements and types of music therapy,
c) outcomes of music therapy, d) scientific explanation of
music therapy efficacy, and e) nursing implications. A total
of 13 articles met the inclusion criteria and were included
in the literature review. Six of these articles focused on
familiar music therapy and are summarized in Table 1.

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
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Alzheimer’s disease (AD), an irreversible progressive brain
disorder, has an unrelenting course that adversely impacts
every aspect of a patient’s reality and often results in utter
dependency on others for self care. With a new diagnosis
every 66 seconds, AD affects more than five million
individuals in the United States alone, and the Alzheimer’s
Association (2017) estimates this number to more than
triple by 2050.

While AD often progresses gradually through three
stages—mild, moderate, and severe—every patient endures
the associated manifestations differently, which can make
it difficult to discern which stage a person is experiencing.
An individual displaying the early symptoms of AD may
show signs of forgetfulness, possibly misplacing objects or
failing to recall a friend’s name, but will likely remain
independent through the first stage of the disease. As
the patient’s condition progresses into the middle stage,
personality and behavior changes will be noted, such as
frustration, anger, refusing to shower, etc., as well as a
greater need for assistance with daily activities. The most
disabling manifestations of the disease appear in the final
stage, including a loss of environmental awareness, severe
communication impairments, crippling physical limitations,
and the need for constant supervision and care (Alzheimer’s
Association, 2017).

Non-pharmacological therapies
for AD symptom management have
been identified and implemented
to improve patients’ quality of life.
One of the most troubling aspects of AD lies in the inevitable
imminence of death once the disease begins to unfold, despite
the pharmacological options that exist. Treatment efforts
for AD patients currently focus on symptom management
utilizing a multidisciplinary approach that combines both
pharmacological and non-pharmacological interventions to
achieve the highest possible quality of life. While beneficial,
most pharmacological treatments yield limited improvement
and may result in further patient deterioration due to
the adverse effects associated with antipsychotic and/or
psychotropic drugs (Guetin et al., 2013). In contrast, the
various non-pharmacological therapies for AD symptom
management have been identified and implemented to
improve patients’ quality of life, and researchers continue
to vigorously pursue answers to better understand the
disease, determine effective treatment options, and prevent
its development entirely.

MUSIC THERAPY

The use of non-pharmacological strategies as a potential
treatment method for cognitive and behavioral disorders
has become a more prevalent occurrence in patient care
plans, with a specific emphasis on music therapy as an
exceptionally effective intervention for AD, as acknowledged
by the French Agency for Health Accreditation and
Evaluation (Narme et al., 2013). Music therapy, as defined

TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF ARTICLES FOCUSING ON FAMILIAR MUSIC THERAPY
Authors,
Year, Level
of Evidence
(LOE)

Guetin et al.
2009
LOE II

Arroyo-Anlló,
E., Díaz, J., &
Gil, R. 2013

Intervention

Individual
receptive music
therapy

Familiar music
stimulation

N=15 treated
group (individual,
receptive music
therapy)
N=15 control
group (reading
sessions)
N=20
experimental
group (familiar
music stimulation)
N=20 control
group (unfamiliar
music stimulation)

LOE II

Dassa, A., &
Amir, D. 2014

Sample

Singing familiar
songs

N=6 participants

Outcomes
Assessed

Results

Limitations

Anxiety and
Depression

Patients in the treated
group showed significant
improvements in anxiety
and depression, sustained
up to 8 weeks after
discontinuation of music
therapy sessions.

Only studied patients in
mild-to-moderate stages of
AD.

Impact of
familiar
music on selfconsciousness
(SC)

Familiar music therapy can
significantly maintain or
improve aspects of SC in
AD patients.

Music stimulation
conducted in patient homes
by caregivers. Length of
each session questioned
(2-4 min).

Conversation

Familiar songs elicited past
memories. Singing generated
related conversation. Group
singing elicited spontaneous
verbal response.

Small sample size.
Researcher role conflict.
No control group.

Agitated
behavior

This intervention reduced
short-term agitated
behaviors, and the total
number of agitated
behaviors decreased
significantly.

Small sample size. No
control group. Potential
bias by the investigator.
No suitable standardized
measurement instrument
available—specific one
designed for this study has
yet to be validated.

Agitation

The experimental group
showed short-term
reductions in agitation.
There were no long-term
significant differences
between the two groups.

Inter- and intrapatient variability. Low
endorsement of CMAI
(Cohen-Mansfield
Agitation Inventory)
behaviors.

Cognitive
function,
memory,
potential
mechanisms of
action

This paper identifies
three potential underlying
mechanisms that may be
responsible for music’s
effects on AD

Limited existing research
articles.

LOE VI

Cox, E.,
Nowak, M., &
Buettner, P.
2011

Live, familiar
violin music
played one-onone

N=7 participants

LOE IV

Ledger, A., &
Baker, F., 2017

Group music
therapy

LOE III

Peck, K.,
Girand, T.,
Russo, F., &
Fiocco, A. 2016
LOE V

Music exposure

N=26
experimental
group (group
music therapy)
N=19 control
group (usual
nursing and
therapy care)
95 articles
providing
anecdotal
and empirical
evidence
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by the World Federation of Music Therapy, is “the use of
music and/or its musical elements (sound, rhythm, melody
and harmony) by a qualified music therapist, with a client
or group, in a process designed to facilitate and promote
communication, relationships, learning, mobilization,
expression, organization, and other relevant therapeutic
objectives in order to meet physical, emotional, mental,
social, and cognitive needs” (Guetin et al., 2013, p. 621).

There is hieroglyphic evidence suggesting
the Egyptians treated a variety of
ailments, such as pain, depression, and
sleep disorders, with melodic hymns
and incantations.
While music therapy has gained popularity in recent
years as an effective tool to manage a variety of health
care needs, such as procedural pain control, behavioral
disorder manifestations, and physical rehabilitation, this
non-pharmacological intervention has ancient roots dating
as far back as the sixth century BCE (Cox, Nowak, &
Buettner, 2011). There is hieroglyphic evidence suggesting
the Egyptians treated a variety of ailments, such as pain,
depression, and sleep disorders, with melodic hymns and
incantations (Guetin et al., 2013). Plato, during ancient
Grecian times, dubbed musical training a form of “mental
hygiene,” as well as “medicine for the soul” (Guetin et al.,
2013, p. 622). The 20th century brought about the scientific
discovery of the physiological effects music can produce
on blood pressure and heart rate, which helps explain the
earlier findings detected by dental surgeons, who noticed
their patients seemed to experience decreased pain and
anxiety during procedures if a phonograph was playing
simultaneously (Guetin et al., 2013).
Although primitive, these historical efforts laid the
foundation to legitimize music therapy professionally.
The National Association for Music Therapy, created in
the United States during the mid-20th century, became
the original representative professional organization and
was shortly followed by the emergence of the American
Association for Music Therapy in 1971. Since then, these
two associations have been consolidated into the presentday American Music Therapy Association (AMTA), which
is responsible for setting the educational requirements
for aspiring music therapists. In order to become Music
Therapist-Board Certified (MT-BC) in the United States,
these individuals must receive a bachelor’s, master’s, or
doctoral degree from an accredited program, complete a
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clinical internship, and partake in 1200 clinical training
hours before sitting for the board certification examination
(Ahn & Ashida, 2012). The AMTA also established
professional competencies, standards of clinical practice,
and a code of ethics to maintain the quality of services
provided by the music therapy profession. The standards of
clinical practice outline the general order in which music
therapy services are delivered: 1) referral and acceptance,
2) assessment, 3) treatment planning, 4) implementation,
5) documentation, and 6) termination (American Music
Therapy Association, 2015).

ACTIVE VS. RECEPTIVE MUSIC THERAPY

Although the exact physiological mechanisms responsible
for the efficacy of music therapy on Alzheimer’s disease
are not yet fully understood, the behavioral, cognitive,
and physical improvements that have been noted during
both therapy sessions and research studies are undeniably
significant. The degree of improvement following musical
intervention is primarily influenced by music therapists’
understanding of how best to utilize the distinct elements
within music, which is further based on their knowledge
of how each aspect will impact a patient’s cognitive and
behavioral status (Guetin et al., 2009). The broader concept
of music therapy encompasses two fundamental methods,
active and receptive. Active music therapy requires the
patient to be physically engaged, such as through the use of
sound-producing objects, singing, dance-like movement, or
playing instruments (Guetin et al., 2013). Receptive music
therapy, considered a “controlled method for listening to
music,” is comprised of specifically selected songs or live
music played for the patient, with song choice based on
individually meaningful elements, such as generation,
culture, or personal history (Guetin et al., 2009). Both
active and receptive music therapy can be used to target
specific AD symptoms, such as memory loss, language
deficits, depression, anxiety, and/or agitation, with the
degree of symptomatic improvement primarily dependent
on which method is utilized. Therapists may use a single
method individually or combine methods, depending on the
desired outcome.
Active music therapy provides an opportunity for patients’
continuation of self-expression, for although verbal skills
are often inhibited early in the disease process, musical
and rhythmic abilities endure. This method, especially
when conducted within a group, prompts patient creativity
and communication, which not only alleviate feelings of
isolation through a regained ability to socialize, but also
enhance self-image (Guetin et al., 2013). Furthermore,
this method is particularly useful for patients suffering
from a language deficit. Singing, for example, can help
compensate for speech loss following the onset of aphasia,

maintain articulation, and support breath control. This type
of music therapy heavily encourages physical engagement,
purposefully exercising parts of the body through specific
activities. Rhythm-based exercises pinpoint psychomotility
(bodily movements influenced by mental processes),
allowing patients to maintain a feasible level of mobility
and coordination, and playing instruments assists in
improving fine and gross motor skills (Guetin et al., 2013).
Receptive music therapy, generally considered to be a more
passive approach, encompasses three distinct techniques:
analytical, reminiscent, and relaxation. Analytical receptive
music therapy is a type of psychotherapy in which the
therapist utilizes music as a therapeutic tool to evaluate
the patient before and after listening to carefully selected
songs, with the intent of promoting expression and thought
development. Reminiscent receptive music therapy involves
playing meaningful and familiar songs unique to each
patient, and aims to improve short- and long-term memory,
evoke forgotten memories, and boost patient confidence
to facilitate social interactions. The objective of relaxation
receptive music therapy is to overcome distressing symptoms,
such as pain, depression, and anxiety, by providing a calming
environment. This result is most commonly accomplished
through use of “U” sequences, or “music sequences of 20-30
minutes, subdivided into several phases,” which guide the
patient progressively towards a state of relaxation (Guetin et
al., 2013, p. 625).
Flexibility and adaptability are key concepts the music
therapist must consider during sessions in order to maximize
patients’ engagement and participation (Ahn & Ashida,
2012). Therefore, the musical techniques selected are tailored
to patients’ ability level, as well as behavioral and cognitive
status (Guetin et al., 2013). Specific therapeutic activities
that hold meaning for these individuals, or that somehow
relate to their earlier years of life, should be utilized since
musical interventions that include an element of familiarity
will elicit the most beneficial outcomes (Guetin et al., 2013).

FAMILIAR MUSIC & THE PERSONAL PLAYLIST

Due to the “close links that exist between the elements that
make up music and the subject’s individual history,” the use
of meaningful, familiar songs with both active and receptive
interventions often acts as a key, unlocking forgotten
memories and allowing them to resurface to the patient’s
conscious mind temporarily (Guetin et al., 2013, p. 623). In
order to determine familiar music, music therapists conduct
a thorough patient assessment, following the previously listed
standards of clinical practice. By exploring the patient’s
cultural background, assessing aspects such as socioeconomic
status, religion/spirituality, race, ethnicity, language, family
experiences, etc., music therapists are able to formulate an

individualized music therapy program (American Music
Therapy Association, 2015). Selecting music, both active
and passive, that reflects patients’ generation, personal
experiences, and/or emotional associations will stimulate
neural networks in several parts of the brain to regenerate
affiliated memories through the auditory pathways. Based
on this understanding, researchers developed the concept
of personal playlists, providing Alzheimer’s patients with
instant access to personally evocative music through a
simple, inexpensive digital audio player, such as an iPod
Shuffle or MP3 player (Tomaino, 2011).

Researchers developed the concept
of personal playlists, providing
Alzheimer’s patients with instant
access to personally evocative music.
This idea originated from the “Well-Tuned: Music Players
for Health” program, which was collaboratively created
by MusicandMemory.org and the Institute for Music and
Neurological Function, and sanctioned by licensed music
therapists (Tomaino, 2011). The success of this program is
rooted in the personalization of music, which is achieved
by customizing playlists to incorporate songs related to
personal “experiences, cultural backgrounds, and frame of
reference” (Tomaino, 2011, p. 20).
Patients are encouraged to have access to multiple
individualized playlists because the musical selections in
each can be modified to elicit specific desired outcomes
throughout the day, such as rousing patients early in the
morning or soothing them as bedtime approaches (Tomaino,
2011). Furthermore, these uniquely tailored playlists can
assist patients in achieving other therapeutic goals, such
as relaxation or exercise, which become more difficult over
time as the disease progresses (Tomaino, 2011).
Arroyo-Anlló, Díaz, and Gil (2013) examined the effects of
familiar music therapy on AD patients’ self-consciousness
(SC), and, although the described methodology did not
directly reference the term “personal playlist,” a comparable
approach was utilized during the study. The researchers
focused on seven components of SC that deteriorate with
the progression of AD: “personal identity, anosognosia
(lack of insight or self-awareness), affective state, body
representation, future memory, introspection, and moral
judgments” (Arroyo-Anlló et al., 2013, p. 1). As music therapy
has the ability to enhance these aspects in AD patients, the
researchers selected this intervention to explore whether
the use of familiar music would considerably improve parts
James Madison Undergraduate Research Journal
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of the participants’ SC in comparison to unfamiliar music
(Arroyo-Anlló et al., 2013).

THERAPEUTIC INDICATIONS: SYMPTOM RELIEF

The study’s inclusion criteria mandated that all participants
be in the mild to moderate stages of AD; they were then
evenly divided to eliminate any age, gender, or educational
discrepancies, and randomly assigned to either the
experimental or control group. Both groups underwent the
same pre- and post-intervention assessments, during which
each participant completed two cognitive tests and a SC
questionnaire. The SC questionnaire, previously devised by
the same researchers for an earlier study, was comprised of
14 simple questions designed to assess the seven components
of SC. The intervention phase introduced a 36-week
period of musical stimulation, which was broken down
into 2-4 minute sessions, three times a week. In a manner
equivalent to that of the personal playlist, each patient in
the experimental group listened to pre-selected popular
Spanish music in their homes via headphones, while those
in the control group were assigned unfamiliar non-Spanish
songs (Arroyo-Anlló et al., 2013).

Music therapy arouses autobiographical

Researchers determined from the pre-intervention questionnaire
results that there were no significant differences in any aspects
of SC between the experimental and control groups. However,
following the musical interventions, a slight change was noted
in the experimental group’s overall SC questionnaire score,
while the control group’s score indicated further deterioration.
Therefore, researchers found a significant difference in the preand post-intervention scores between the two groups. All SC
aspects of the control group demonstrated further impairment
or were left unchanged following musical intervention with the
exception of body representation, which was shown to improve
(Arroyo-Anlló et al., 2013). Additionally, the experimental group
revealed significant improvements in personal identity, affective
state, moral judgments, and body representation after familiar
music stimulation, while anosognosia, prospective memory, and
introspection remained unchanged (Arroyo-Anlló et al., 2013).
Arroyo-Anlló et al. (2013) concluded that the results
confirmed their initial hypothesis, which surmised that
exposing AD patients to familiar musical selections would
lead to improvements in their SC. Although the control
AD group demonstrated progressive mental decline
throughout the study, it remains undetermined whether
this symptomatic deterioration was due to the unfamiliar
musical exposure, the progression of AD, or other potential
explanations. Regardless, the findings of this study led
the researchers to conclude that “familiar music could be
considered as an enhancer not only of SC in AD, but also
of the general cognitive state,” suggesting that familiar
music intervention could be an important therapeutic tool
to improve quality of life for these unfortunate patients
(Arroyo-Anlló et al., 2013, p. 6).
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Due to the cognitive, affective, and behavioral stimulatory
responses elicited through both active and passive familiar
music therapy, there are a diverse number of indications
for the use of this therapeutic intervention with AD
patients (Guetin et al., 2013). Music therapy arouses
autobiographical memories, evokes conversation through
speech facilitation, alleviates anxiety and depression, and
diminishes the occurrence of agitated outbursts.

memories, evokes conversation
through speech facilitation, alleviates
anxiety and depression, and diminishes
the occurrence of agitated outbursts.
MEMORY LOSS
Memory loss is one of the most distinguishing symptoms
of AD, gradually stealing away individuals’ personal
identities, recognition of loved ones, and most cherished
lifelong experiences. Fortunately, however, “emotionally
charged memories are better encoded and remembered
than those with a low affective valence,” allowing patients
to recall sentimental events more easily than unremarkable
ones, reinforced through the stimulation of personally
significant music (Guetin et al., 2013, p. 629). The temporary
recollection of such meaningful autobiographical memories
can help trigger patients’ remaining cognitive abilities,
potentially leading to a revival of verbal expression as they
attempt to communicate these past experiences (Guetin et
al., 2013).

SPEECH AND COMMUNICATION DEFICITS
Language deficits often develop as a result of deteriorating
neurological capabilities, which can lead to the inability
to generate spontaneous speech, naming difficulties,
comprehension impediments, and discourse deficiencies.
Discourse deficiencies are comprised of empty speech,
ambiguous words, and useless repetitions. As the disease
progresses, AD patients attempt verbal communication less
frequently, indicating the need for therapeutic interventions
that address these manifestations. Singing lyrics, interestingly
enough, seems to target the language centers in the brain,
improving language capabilities through the promotion of
verbal fluency, articulation, and speech production (Dassa
& Amir, 2014).

In one study exploring the impact of familiar music on
conversational abilities in patients with middle- to latestage AD, the researcher encouraged the six participants
to accompany her in singing carefully selected songs,
each followed by conversation facilitated through the
use of open-ended questions. As intended, the topics of
each question evoked related memories that spurred
conversation pertaining to relevant concepts, experiences,
or emotions. The results of this study revealed several other
enlightening findings, especially about the unexpectedly
enduring conversational abilities that remain well into the
later stages of AD. The researcher discovered, for example,
that the act of singing elicited spontaneous remarks from
the participants. These included comments expressing not
only their individual enthusiasm and pride for successfully
partaking in the interventions, but also the unity and sense
of belonging they experienced as a group—an important
revelation to note, for the inability of AD patients to
communicate with others can result in feelings of isolation
and loneliness (Dassa & Amir, 2014).

DEPRESSION AND ANXIETY
Depression and anxiety become apparent as the patient
shows signs of disinterest and apathy towards social
interaction and/or previously enjoyed activities (Guetin et al.,
2009). As each manifestation of AD progressively worsens,
the patient’s sense of identity unravels, which according
to theoretical literature is closely connected to escalating
feelings of depression and anxiety. When researchers then
explored this proposed connection between identity, mood,
and quality of life, the resulting empirical evidence was
corroboratory (Caddell & Clare, 2012). Thus, interventions
that preserve patients’ sense of identity can lessen the burden
of depressive and anxious symptoms.
In order to assess the efficacy of therapeutic musical
intervention on both depression and anxiety, Guetin et al.
(2009) conducted a randomized, controlled study utilizing
receptive music therapy, in which the experimental group
participated in weekly music therapy sessions guided by
the “U” technique, while the control group took part in
reading sessions conducted under the same conditions. The
music therapy group demonstrated significant symptomatic
improvements in anxious and depressive behaviors, which
were sustained for up to eight weeks following the cessation
of treatment, confirming music therapy as an effective
therapeutic tool for the short-term alleviation of anxiety and
depression (Guetin et al., 2009).

AGITATION
Agitated behaviors are a particularly troublesome manifestation
of the disease, occurring in approximately 90% of AD patients.
Agitation in AD patients can be exhibited aggressively

or non-aggressively through both physical and verbal
mannerisms (Cox et al., 2011). The incidence of agitated
behaviors tends to fluctuate intermittently throughout
the course of the disease, with the severity of symptoms
remaining fairly consistent over time. Often occurring
simultaneously with unmet personal needs, periods of
under- or over-stimulation, or interactions hindered by
communication impediments, agitation is viewed as an
expression “of despair, frustration, boredom, or loneliness”
(Ledger & Baker, 2007, p. 331). Music therapy can lessen
these agitated behaviors by heightening patients’ level of
arousal, redirecting their attention, creating a less fearful
environment, providing an outlet for self-expression, and
potentially reinstating meaning back into their lives (Ledger
& Baker, 2007).

Music therapy can lessen these
agitated behaviors by heightening
patients’ level of arousal,
redirecting their attention, [and]
creating a less fearful environment.
One study conducted in a Specialized Care Unit explored
the impact of relaxing music on the overall agitation level
commonly present during dinnertime. Using the CohenMansfield Agitation Inventory to measure the participants’
agitation behavioral level, Hicks-Moore (2005) discovered
there was a reduced incidence of agitated behaviors during
the two weeks that relaxing music accompanied dinnertime,
in comparison to music-free dinner times during the other
observed two weeks. This musical intervention yielded not
only a reduced level of agitation, but also an increase in
socialization and communication among residents (HicksMoore, 2005).

THEORIES OF MECHANISMS OF ACTION

While ample evidence exists that demonstrates the beneficial
effects of music-based interventions for AD patients, there
is a research gap regarding the potential mechanisms of
action responsible for the witnessed effects of music therapy
(Peck, Girard, Russo, & Fiocco, 2016). This specific body
of knowledge, once better explored and established, would
provide the means to legitimize music therapy as an evidencebased treatment for AD, rather than a non-pharmacological
alternative intervention (Ahn & Ashida, 2012).
Through advances in medical imaging technologies, “music
has been shown to activate regions associated with emotion,
reward, and decision-making” (Peck et al., 2016, p. 950).
Both the ventral medial prefrontal cortex and orbitofrontal
James Madison Undergraduate Research Journal
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cortex are deeply involved in emotional regulation and
decision-making, and work closely with the limbic system
to integrate emotional and sensory information (Peck et
al., 2016). As the disease interrupts neural connections
and leads to brain cell death, these structures eventually
become compromised; however, these areas are some of the
last to encounter these destructive effects, thus allowing the
stimulatory properties of music to influence AD patients
well into the final stages of the disease (Tomaino, 2011).
Peck et al. (2016) hypothesize that three underlying
mechanisms are responsible for the efficacy of music
therapy, stemming from pathways that involve dopamine,
the autonomic nervous system, and neuronal connectivity.
While each mechanisms of action independently plays a role
in the neurocognitive responses to music, all three are closely
intertwined (Peck et al., 2016).
Dopamine, a neurotransmitter vitally important in the
regulation of reward and motivation, is partially responsible
for learning, memory consolidation, and various aspects of
the reward system, such as acquisition and anticipation.
Dopaminergic depletion is a damaging byproduct of AD,
associated with cognitive impairment in patients due to
the reduced availability of dopamine in limbic structures
and decreased receptor binding. However, regions in
the brain influenced by dopaminergic pathways, such
as the hypothalamus and amygdala, have demonstrated
responsiveness to music, leading researchers to ponder
whether “music can be used to stimulate and strengthen
dopaminergic pathways and interconnected brain structures
that are commonly compromised in persons with AD” (Peck
et al., 2016, p. 953). If proven scientifically effective, music
therapy could then be utilized to specifically target these
areas, ultimately enhancing AD patients’ reward systems
and motivational drive (Peck et al., 2016).
Emotionally impactful music activates the autonomic nervous
system, which induces physiological changes through
sympathetic and parasympathetic activity. The sympathetic
nervous system, responsive to louder, faster music, increases
autonomic functions, such as blood pressure, heart rate, and
respiration, when aroused; whereas slower, relaxing music
activates the parasympathetic nervous systems, sequentially
slowing these physiological responses. In the case of AD
patients exhibiting agitated behaviors, likely originating from
heightened physiological arousal, studies have concluded
that therapeutically relaxing music drastically reduces these
symptoms—a result, researchers postulate, that may be
attributable to the activation of the parasympathetic nervous
system (Peck et al., 2016).
There is extensive neuronal connectivity throughout the
brain, including the default mode network (DMN), which
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“is a system of interconnected brain regions that are active
during resting state when individuals are awake and alert,
but not actively engaged in directed attentional task” (Peck
et al., 2016, p. 954). Many of the self-referential processes
influenced by the DMN, such as introspection and
autobiographical memory recollection, become impaired
with the progression of AD. Research suggests that the
damaging effects of AD cause brain regions connected by
the DMN to atrophy, leading to the network’s dysfunction
in areas of cognitive functioning, such as memory retrieval.
Fortunately, studies have revealed that high activity music
can activate the DMN, stimulating the network connectivity
to an optimal level and allowing the patient’s introspective
ability, autobiographical memory retrieval, and memory
processing to improve (Peck et al., 2016).

NURSING IMPLICATIONS

The rapidly increasing prevalence of AD in the elderly
population means that there is a range of opportunities to
integrate therapeutic music interventions into the scope of
nursing practice, including interdisciplinary collaboration
between music therapists and nurses, educating family
members and/or caregivers about the benefits of music
therapy, or simply a bedside intervention to alleviate
bothersome symptoms.

There is a range of opportunities to
integrate therapeutic music interventions
into the scope of nursing practice.
In both long-term care facilities and acute care settings,
nurses are frequently tasked with ensuring that patients
receive adequate nutrition, regular baths, and other daily self
care. The findings of the study conducted by Hicks-Moore
(2005) on the effects of relaxing music on agitation levels
during dinner time may be applicable to nursing practice
in a broader sense, perhaps demonstrating how receptive
music therapy can facilitate a more alert and oriented state
of mind in AD patients, thus allowing nurses to perform
activities of daily living (ADLs) without the agitation and
resistance that often hinder the fulfillment of such tasks.
Caregivers, for example, have reported instances of engaging
patients through singing while simultaneously assisting with
ADLs—a tactic that bedside nurses might implement when
performing similar activities (Carson, 2012).
When verbally and physically aggressive behaviors arise
from agitation, such as shouting, kicking, punching, etc.,
nurses must consider their own safety and the patient’s
risk of self-harm. Utilizing therapeutic music techniques

to subdue an agitated individual may not only decrease
the need for physical and chemical restraints, but can
also provide the facility with a noninvasive, cost-effective
alternative (Witzke, Rhone, Backhaus, & Shaver, 2008).
Even with potentially provocative situations, such as painful
blood draws or wound dressings, the nurse can use music as
preventative tool to avoid aggressive encounters altogether
(Carson, 2012).

is available earlier in Table 1. Common limitations included
small sample size (Cox et al., 2011; Dassa & Amir, 2014),
participant variability (Ledger & Baker, 2007), no control
group (Cox et al., 2011; Dassa & Amir, 2014), research bias or
role conflict (Cox et al., 2011; Dassa & Amir, 2014), and a lack
of standardized measurement instruments (Cox et al., 2011).

The interdisciplinary teamwork that transpires between
music therapists and nurses may be potentially beneficial,
particularly during group sessions where continued
assessment of patients’ responses would be required. The
nurse would likely assume this responsibility, additionally
monitoring for any unsatisfactory or objectionable reactions
elicited in the participants. During an exercise utilizing
headphones, for example, the nurse would adjust the volume
for each individual to ensure the optimal level of auditory
stimuli was being provided (Witzke et al., 2008).

Music therapy offers AD patients an escape, a means through
which they can regain their sense of personal identity,
recall their most significant life experiences, and once
again recognize their beloved family and friends. Despite
the progressive and incurable nature of AD, the continual
utilization of therapeutic music intervention provides these
patients with an opportunity to not only maintain a grasp
on reality, but to reminisce on everything that brings joy
and meaning into their lives. As sustained symptomatic
improvement requires routine exposure to music therapy,
caregivers, family members, nurses, and other healthcare
professionals must take it upon themselves to implement
this uniquely beneficial intervention into all aspects of AD
patients’ lives, especially as they lose the means to do so
themselves. The therapeutic use of music seems to present
an unparalleled opportunity to enrich these individuals’
quality of life once more—an invaluable gift, one that
provides real comfort to the affected individual as well as
the individual’s family. As humans, when we approach the
end of life, when our abilities start to fail us and our best
work is behind us, our memories and the love we share
with others provide a sense of self and satisfaction. Any
retrieval of these experiences, even if only momentary,
is a blessing. That music can conjure such blessings is a
wonder. It well behooves nursing professionals to facilitate
this process through the application of music therapy.

Music therapy offers AD patients an
escape, a means through which they
can regain their sense of personal
identity, recall their most significant life
experiences, and once again recognize
their beloved family and friends.
Another potential way in which music therapy could be
integrated into nursing practice might be through the initial
assessment of newly admitted AD patients into nursing
homes, where nurses would examine any existing need
for music therapy. Furthermore, nurses could play a role
in the implementation of music therapy as well, possibly
utilizing this therapeutic intervention as a means to engage
the individual while providing patient-centered care, or
while partaking in interdisciplinary teamwork, as discussed
above. If nurses were to become this involved in the
implementation of music therapy at the bedside, they could
then educate patients’ family members and/or caregivers
on the numerous benefits of including music therapy in
patients’ treatment plans.

CONCLUSION

LIMITATIONS

Overall, the greatest limitations of this literature review
include 1) a lack of clinical research aimed at understanding
how music interacts with the underlying bodily systems,
and 2) a lack of research studying the long-term effects of
music therapy. A full list of limitations of the six articles
that address familiar music therapy included in the review
James Madison Undergraduate Research Journal
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CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS ACROSS
THE SEMESTER IN LECTURE- AND
TEAM-BASED LEARNING CLASSES
Zachary Buchin

ABSTRACT
Team-based learning (TBL) classes utilize techniques believed to foster increases in critical and higher-order
thinking skills when compared to lecture classes. This study compares increases in critical and higher-order
thinking skills in a TBL class and a lecture class covering identical subject matter and taught by the same
professor during a single semester. Raw score changes on the the Halpern Critical Thinking Assessment
S2 (HCTA S2) were used to measure critical thinking skill changes and Bloom’s Taxonomy was used to
differentiate higher-order questions on the final exam. No significant difference was found between the two
classes when comparing raw score changes on the HCTA S2 or higher-order thinking analysis questions. A
significant difference was found when comparing the number of correct answers on the higher-order thinking
application questions on the final exam. A significant negative correlation was found between raw score changes
on the HCTA S2 and correct higher-order thinking questions on the final exam. These findings suggest the
need for future studies that assess the increase in higher-order application skills in team-based learning classes
and reassess the effect of class structure on critical thinking skills.
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Educators, professors, and researchers alike believe that
critical and higher-order thinking are valuable skills for
students to develop because of their academic and realworld applications (Browne & Keeley, 1988; Halpern &
Nummedal, 1995; Lawson, 1999; Penningroth, Despain,
& Gray, 2007). Although the exact definition of critical
thinking is widely debated, most agree that it is a component
of higher-order thinking (Lewis & Smith, 1993), a soughtafter educational skill that combines argument analysis and
decision-making (Astleitner, 2002; Ennis, 1993; Fisher &
Scriven, 1997; Gold, Holman, & Thorpe, 2002; Halpern &
Riggio, 2003; McPeck, 1990; Missimer, 1986; Moore, 1989;
Morris & Ennis, 1989; Paul & Elder, 2008; Paul, Fisher, &
Nosich, 1993). Critical thinking can be increased through
active and collaborative learning (Burbach, Matkin, &
Fritz, 2004; Gokhale, 1995; Johnson & Johnson, 1989; Laal
& Ghodsi, 2012; Panitz, 1999; Penningroth et al., 2007;
Roberts, 2004).
Critical and higher-order thinking are considered important
skills; therefore, it is necessary to examine how they can
be promoted in the classroom (Browne & Keeley, 1988).
The purpose of this study was to assess changes in critical
thinking and higher-order thinking skills as a result of
different pedagogical methods. Specifically, I examined
the impact of Team-Based Learning (TBL) on changes in
critical and higher-order thinking skills throughout the
course of a semester compared to a traditional lecture
method (Michaelson, Knight, & Fink, 2002).

LITERATURE REVIEW
TEAM-BASED LEARNING
TBL is an instructional strategy that employs active and
collaborative learning through a sequence of activities
which includes individual work, teamwork, and immediate
feedback (Michaelson et al., 2002; Parmelee, Michaelsen,
Cook, & Hudes, 2012). TBL’s prescribed structure should
enhance the learning process through teamwork and
application activities. These styles of learning stimulate and
challenge students while promoting higher-order thinking
and critical thinking, which include argument analysis and
decision-making skills.
The TBL structure includes two main components: the first
ensures that students have a solid foundation in the primary
course content, while the second requires students to apply
the knowledge. The Readiness Assurance Process (RAP)
is a basic mechanism used in TBL which ensures that
students learn and understand the primary course content
for each unit (Michaelsen et al., 2002). The RAP consists
of completing take-home assignments for initial exposure
to primary course content. In the classroom, students take
an individual quiz and then take the same quiz with their
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teams to ensure they understand the primary course content.
A short clarification lecture further ensures students’
understanding of the primary course content. The RAP
provides students with the foundational understanding of
the concepts and prepares them for engaging in stimulating
discussion during the application activities (Michaelsen et
al., 2002).
After students complete the RAP for each unit, they work
in their teams to complete activities that require teams to
apply course concepts (see Appendix A for an example). The
application activities are set up in a structure that allows
students to work on the same specific-choice problem, case,
or question (Michaelsen et al., 2002). The specific-choices
are all correct answers, but students within the teams
need to decide which option they think is most appropriate
(Michaelsen et al., 2002). After choosing, teams must
provide evidence to support their decision (Michaelsen et
al., 2002). Having the same specific-choice questions with
all correct answers requires the teams to simultaneously
report their answers and solidify their commitment to the
choice (Michaelsen et al., 2002). After teams simultaneously
report their choices, they engage in a debate which requires
them to defend their answer. The RAP and the application
activities promote components of critical thinking and
higher-order thinking; therefore, I expected that TBL
students would show greater gains in critical thinking and
higher-order thinking than lecture students.

TBL, HIGHER-ORDER THINKING, AND CRITICAL THINKING
This section elaborates on the key components of higherorder and critical thinking and describes how each may be
enhanced with TBL.
Higher-order thinking. Higher-order thinking is a
concept with varying definitions (Garrison et al., 1999;
Lewis & Smith, 1993; Miri, David, & Uri, 2007). I will refer
to higher-order thinking as constructing meaning while
yielding multiple solutions, each with costs and benefits,
rather than one simple solution (Garrison et al., 1999; Paul,
1993; Resnick, 1987).
Identifying higher-order thinking can be done by using
Bloom’s Taxonomy, a framework used to categorize levels
of reasoning skills (Bloom, 1956)1. There are six levels
in the taxonomy, which gradually increase in the level
of abstraction and thinking (Bloom, 1956). Knowledge
1 Although the current study uses the original Bloom’s Taxonomy
(Bloom, 1956), it should be noted that Anderson and Krathwohl
developed a revised taxonomy in 2000, focusing on the dynamic nature
of cognitive processing. Although the revised version uses verbs instead
of nouns for category labels, the two taxonomies are similar in terms of
content. Because of the many similarities, only the original taxonomy
will be used in the current study.

and comprehension are considered lower-order because
they require straightforward thinking and basic memory,
while application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation are
considered higher-order because they require abstract
thinking that goes beyond basic understanding (Krathwohl,
2002; Paul, 1993; see Bloom (1956) for more detail on each
individual level). I assessed only application and analysis
questions on the exam because synthesis and evaluation
questions were not present. Application questions involve
applying and using previously gained knowledge to solve a
problem. Analysis questions require students to understand
and utilize patterns to assess and solve a problem or a
concept (Bloom, 1956).
Studies have shown that higher-order thinking can be
increased through challenging questioning that promote
abstract thinking (Thomas & Thorne, 2009), classrooms that
effectively utilize technology (Hopson, Simms, & Knezek,
2001), or the use of real-word examples (Miri et al., 2007).
The RAP and application activities utilized in TBL require
students to apply knowledge and analyze arguments, which
are two components of higher-order thinking. Because the
answers could all be correct, it requires a much higher
level of thinking than traditional lecture classes. Due
to the structure of TBL, and the higher-order thinking
practice students utilize, students in a TBL course should
demonstrate better higher-order thinking than students in
a lecture course.
Argument analysis. A second key component of critical and
higher-order thinking is the ability to fairly and thoroughly
analyze text (e.g., Blessing & Blessing, 2010). Argument
analysis refers to the evaluation of the validity and credibility
of arguments as well as a general skepticism towards
statements of knowledge (Blessing & Blessing, 2010; Gold
et al., 2002; McPeck, 1990; Missimer, 1986; Moore, 1989;
Paul et al., 1993). Argument analysis includes assertions or
propositions followed by facts or principles, which are given
in evidence to support the assertions (Bensley, 2010; Bensley,
Crowe, Bernhardt, Buckner, & Allman, 2010; Beyer, 1985;
Toulmin, Ricke, & Jarki, 1984; Scriven, 1976). Blessing and
Blessing (2010) found that students who practiced dissecting
and evaluating arguments achieved higher gains in general
critical thinking skills than students who did not. Adam
and Manson (2014) found that students who engaged in an
argument activity were better at critically evaluating an
infomercial with obvious flaws in its claims than students
who received lecture instruction.
In TBL, argument analysis is prevalent in the RAP weekly
quizzes. The multiple-choice quiz questions require students
to select the best answer for each question. Students must
analyze each answer choice in order to identify the correct
answer. Argument analysis is also present in the application

activities because students are required to assess each
argument’s claims and either support or refute it based on
their understanding of course content. Additionally, the
simultaneous reporting of answers allows students to engage
in a debate that promotes argument skills, because teams
must demonstrate to the class how they can support their
claim. Students should develop critical thinking skills as
they practice argument analysis skills.
Decision-making. Ennis (1993) defines decision-making as
drawing conclusions and developing a position on an issue.
Studies suggest that decision-making skills are correlated
with critical thinking skills, which implies that as decisionmaking abilities develop, critical thinking skills will also
increase (Brooks & Shepherd, 1990; Cohen, Freeman, &
Thompson, 1998; Halpern, 1998; Halpern & Riggio, 2003;
Shin, 1998). Researchers have suggested strategies that can
be implemented to increase decision-making skills, such as
scenario planning (Chermack, 2004), variable identification
practice (Van Bruggen, Smidts, & Wierenga, 1998), and
group discussion techniques such as being a “devil’s
advocate” and using logical inquiry (Schweiger, Sandberg,
& Ragan, 1986).
The quizzes used in TBL’s RAP focus on decision-making.
Specifically, students must work together to establish the
correct answer based on previously acquired knowledge. In
the application activities, students again must make a choice,
but because all of the choices could be correct, the decisionmaking process is more challenging. TBL utilizes the same
question and specific-choice, which allows students to work
together while practicing decision-making skills to select
and support an answer choice. According to Schweiger et al.
(1986), these discussion techniques should increase critical
thinking skills as teams discuss their answer choices with
other teams and argue against devil’s advocates. Teams also
discuss different aspects of their answer choice and plan
ahead to successfully defend their choice against counterarguments. This team-based decision-making is similar
to the scenario planning (Chermack, 2004) and variable
identification practice (Van Bruggen et al., 1998) mentioned
earlier. As with argument analysis, the daily decisionmaking practice should increase critical thinking skills for
students in the TBL class.
Collaborative and Active Learning. Studies suggest that
critical thinking skills, measured in a general or contentspecific format, can be increased over the course of a
semester-long instructional course provided that students
have the opportunity to practice (Adam & Manson, 2014;
Blessing & Blessing, 2010; Burbach et al., 2004; Gokhale,
1995; Penningroth et al., 2007). In order to increase critical
thinking skills, the classrooms in these studies were set up
to promote either collaborative or active learning (Bonwell
James Madison Undergraduate Research Journal
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& Eison, 1991; Gokhale, 1995; Johnson & Johnson, 1989;
Laal & Ghodsi, 2012; Panitz, 1999; Penningroth et al.,
2007; Roberts, 2004). Collaborative learning is defined as
a situation in which people interact in ways that enhance
learning and achieve academic goals (Dillembourg, 1999;
Gokhale, 1995). The goals of collaborative learning include
students taking responsibility for working together and
evolving as individuals and as a group (Dooly, 2008).
Collaborating on critical issues is a necessary part of
today’s academic world (Austin, 2000; Laal, Naseri, Laal,
& Khattami-Kermanshahi, 2013; Welch, 1998). Studies
have shown that students who participate in a collaborative
learning perform better on critical thinking tests compared
to students who participate in individual learning (Gokhale,
1995; Johnson & Johnson, 1989; Laal & Ghodsi, 2012;
Panitz, 1999; Roberts, 2004). Groups engaged in discussion
and active learning displayed greater increases in contentspecific psychological critical thinking components, such
as analysis and application, when compared to groups that
received a standard lecture (Penningroth et al., 2007).
Additionally, participating in active learning produces
increases in critical thinking skills when compared to passive
learning (Burbach et al., 2004; Walker, 2003; Youngblood
& Beitz, 2001). As a broad definition, active learning is
defined as any form of learning in which students engage in
an activity that results in concept reflection (Cohn, Atlas, &
Ladner, 1994; Linton, Pangle, Wyatt, Powell, & Sherwood,
2014; Prince, 2004). For students to engage in optimal
active learning, they must not only listen, but also read,
write, discuss, and engage in problem solving as well as
interact with peers (Bonwell & Eison, 1991; Linton, Farmer,
& Peterson, 2014). In addition, students should engage in
higher-order thinking tasks, including analysis, synthesis,
and evaluation (Bonwell & Eison, 1991). Therefore, general
and content-specific critical thinking skills should increase
over the course of a semester if argument analysis, small
group/collaborative learning, or active learning methods are
utilized.
Engagement and group work techniques allow for active and
collaborative learning in lecture-based classes (e.g., Ebert,
Brewer, & Allred, 1997; Gokhale, 1995; Prince, 2004;
Sokoloff & Thornton, 1997). Since more time during the
typical lecture classroom is devoted to lecturing, students
may have less time to engage in activities that increase
critical and higher-order thinking skills. In sum, practicing
argument analysis and decision-making and partaking in
active and collaborative learning should increase critical
thinking skills.
TBL combines active learning and collaborative learning
in each class session while giving students time to practice
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necessary components of critical and higher-order thinking.
Therefore, I predicted that students in a TBL class would
show greater gains in critical thinking skills compared to
students in a lecture-based class (Burbach et al., 2004;
Penningroth et al., 2007; Walker, 2003).

ASSESSING HIGHER-ORDER THINKING AND CRITICAL THINKING
Studies have verified that critical-thinking skills can be
assessed using multiple-choice tests (Morrison & Free,
2001; Morrison, Smith, & Britt, 1996; Tractenberg, Gushta,
Mulroney, & Weissinger, 2012) as well as short-answer essay
tests (Stein, Haynes, Redding, Ennis, & Cecil, 2007). For
the purposes of my study, I assessed critical thinking using
multiple-choice questions. If the multiple-choice questions
require higher-order and multi-logical thinking as well as a
high level of discrimination between plausible alternatives,
students who are better at critical thinking will be more
likely to get them correct (Morrison & Free, 2001; Morrison
et al., 1996; Tractenberg et al., 2012).
To assess general critical thinking skills, I used Halpern’s
Critical Thinking Assessment (HCTA S2), which has been
validated as a measurement tool of general critical thinking
skills (Butler, 2012; Halpern, 2006; Marin & Halpern,
2011). The HCTA S2 tests five components of critical
thinking: decision making and problem solving; thinking
as hypothesis testing; argument analysis; likelihood and
uncertainty; and verbal reasoning (Halpern, 2010). The test
yields an overall general critical thinking score based on
these five components.
To assess content-specific higher-order thinking skills, I
used multiple-choice questions from a textbook test bank
that have been coded using Bloom’s Taxonomy (Bloom,
1956; Krathwohl, 2002; Paul, 1993), specifically at the
application and analysis level (see Appendix B for examples).
Critical thinking is a key component of higher-order
thinking; therefore, I assumed that scores on the higherorder thinking questions will be related to students’ critical
thinking.

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
Two classes, one TBL and one lecture, were compared on
changes in critical thinking skills between the beginning
and the end of the semester. The teaching techniques
utilized in TBL promote argument analysis and decisionmaking as students work actively and collaboratively during
each class period. These aspects of TBL led me to expect
that students in a TBL class would show greater increases
in critical thinking skills during the course of the semester
compared to students in a lecture class. I also believed that
higher-order thinking skills would increase in the TBL
class because critical thinking is a component of higher-

order thinking (Lewis & Smith, 1993). I had three specific
hypotheses: (1) Because active and collaborative learning,
as well as argument analysis, decision making, and higherorder thinking practice have been proven to increase critical
thinking skills, I predicted that students in TBL would
show larger gains in critical thinking skills compared to
students in the lecture class. (2) I believed that students in
the TBL class who regularly practice higher-order thinking
would achieve higher scores on the final exam’s higherorder thinking questions compared to students in the lecture
class. (3) I expected that there would be a positive correlation
between HCTA S2 skills and higher-order thinking scores
(application and analysis), because critical thinking is a
component of higher-order thinking.

METHODS
PARTICIPANTS
For this study, I tested both James Madison University
developmental psychology courses taught by Dr. Krisztina
Jakobsen during the fall of 2014. There were 64 students
across the two classes. Students who either dropped the class
(n = 2), did not give permission for their data to be used (n
= 1), or did not allow for GPA verification (n = 3) were
excluded. The final sample consisted of 58 students. The
lecture class met on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays
at 9:00 a.m. and had 30 students (3 male and 27 female)
with an average age of 20.13 (SD = .78) and an average
GPA of 3.21 (SD = .45). The TBL course met on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays at 10:00 a.m. and had 28 students
(9 male and 18 female) with an average age of 20.4 (SD =
.95) and an average GPA of 3.23 (SD = .45).

S2. This version contained only forced-choice questions
in an online format. The test consisted of 25 everyday
scenarios, followed by a series of multiple-choice questions.
It measures recognition of five facets of critical thinking
ability: decision making and problem solving; thinking
as hypothesis testing; argument analysis; likelihood and
uncertainty; and verbal reasoning. The HCTA S2 takes
about 20 minutes to complete, but there was no time limit
for either the individual items or the entire test. The HCTA
S2 has a Cronbach α of .79 (Halpern, 2010), revealing that
the HCTA S2 test has high reliability and is therefore a
precise measurement of critical thinking.
Content-specific critical thinking. Students completed a
final exam for the Developmental Psychology course that
contained multiple-choice questions which measured lowerand higher-order thinking. Exam questions came from a
textbook test bank that contained multiple-choice questions
coded according to Bloom’s taxonomy. The number of
correct responses on the higher-order questions was assessed
and compared between classes. There were 16 application
higher-order thinking questions and 18 analysis higherorder thinking questions.

PROCEDURES
Students in both classes completed the HCTA S2 during the
first week of the semester. During the final week of classes,
students completed the HCTA S2 again. Each pre- and posttest was worth 15 points out of a possible 1000 points for
the students’ final grades. Finally, the professor gave the
students a cumulative final exam at the end of the semester
that assessed their Developmental Psychology knowledge.

DATA ANALYSIS

MATERIALS
Halpern Critical Thinking Assessment. The general
critical thinking test used in this study was the HCTA

Change in critical thinking skill level was calculated by
subtracting the raw score on the HCTA S2 pre-test from the

TABLE 1

Critical Thinking and Higher-Order Thinking Results
Pre-Test Mean Post-Test Mean

Mean Application Questions
Answered Correctly

Mean Analysis Questions
Answered Correctly

Lecture

66.966
(6.684)

67.655
(5.845)

11.813
(1.731)

11.063
(1.722)

TBL

68.556
(6.969)

68.815
(5.677)

12.677
(2.136)

10.645
(1.54)

Note. Standard deviations are given below the means in parentheses.
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HCTA S2 post-test. The resulting number represents the
change in critical thinking skill throughout the semester
as assessed by the HCTA S2. The total number of higherorder thinking application and analysis questions answered
correctly on the final exam was used to represent level of
higher-order thinking.

RESULTS
CRITICAL THINKING
To test the difference in pre- and post-test raw scores of
critical thinking, shown in Table 1, I used a two-sample
t-test which revealed no significant difference between
the lecture class (M=.689, SD=6.536) and TBL class
(M=.259, SD=5.111), t(52)=.275, p=.784, d=0.072. An
ANCOVA test revealed no significant interaction between
class and GPA, so we can assume the regression slopes
are homogenous, F(1,40)=.003, p=.954. After controlling
for GPA, there was no significant difference in raw score
changes between the lecture and TBL class, F(1,41)=.221,
p=.641, ηp2=0.005.

HIGHER-ORDER THINKING
To test the effect of class type (lecture and TBL) on higherorder thinking application scores on the final exam, I used
an ANCOVA which revealed no significant interaction
between class and GPA, so we can assume the regression
slopes are homogenous, F(1,54)=.006, p=.939. There was a
significant effect of class type (lecture and TBL) on higherorder thinking application score on the final exam after
controlling for GPA, F(1,55)=7.451, p=.008, ηp2=0.119.
To test the effect of class type (lecture and TBL) on higherorder thinking analysis score on the final exam, I used an
ANCOVA which revealed no significant interaction between
class and GPA, so we can assume the regression slopes are
homogenous, F(1,54)=1.72, p=.195. There was no effect of
class type (lecture and TBL) on the higher-order thinking
analysis score on the final exam after controlling for GPA,
F(1,55)=1.033, p=.314, ηp2=0.018.

CORRELATIONS
To test the correlation between difference in pre- and posttest raw scores and higher-order thinking application score,
I used a Pearson Correlation, which revealed a significant,
negative correlation between scores on the application
questions and the change in HCTA S2 scores, r=-.307,
p=.038. To test the correlation between difference in preand post-test raw scores and higher-order thinking analysis
score, I used a Pearson Correlation test, and a significant,
negative correlation was found between scores on the
analysis questions and the change in HCTA S2 scores,
r= -.364, p=.013.
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DISCUSSION

My results indicate that students in both the TBL class and
the lecture class showed gains in critical thinking skills at
the end of the semester. These gains were not significantly
different, which did not support my first hypothesis.
Students in the TBL class earned higher scores on the
application of higher-order thinking questions on the final
exam compared to students in the lecture class, supporting
my second hypothesis. However, there were no differences
on the analysis of higher-order thinking questions, which
does not support the hypothesis. Finally, I found negative
correlations between critical thinking skill gains and
application higher-order thinking scores as well as analysis
higher-order thinking scores, which also do not support my
third hypothesis.

CRITICAL THINKING
I found no significant differences between raw score
changes in critical thinking between the two classes. One
explanation may be that TBL does not increase critical
thinking skills like I hypothesized. I assumed that TBL
would increase critical thinking skills because research
suggests that the components in TBL (e.g., argument
analysis and decision-making) contribute to critical
thinking; however, the RAP and application activities did
not seem to generate changes in general critical thinking
skill. TBL only implicitly instructs critical thinking, and
some research shows that explicit instruction is needed
to show the greatest gains (Marin & Halpern, 2011).
Explicit critical thinking instruction involves a number of
components: the development of argument analysis skills;
correlation and causation distinction practice; stereotype
identification practice; and long-term consequence practice
(Halpern, 2010). Implicitly teaching critical thinking skills
can be accomplished by embedding critical thinking skills
in instruction and allowing the students to engage in critical
thinking skill practice without direct instruction (Halpern,
2010). TBL allows students to practice most of these skills
but does not explicitly teach critical thinking using the
above methods.
Also, one semester may not have been enough time for
TBL to increase critical thinking skills. If the testing had
gone on for a year, instead of a semester, there might have
been different results. Additionally, testing effects may have
influenced our results because both the pre- and post-tests
used the same questions, and research shows that repeated
testing can increase scores due to repetition and practice
(Kromann, Jensen, & Ringsted, 2009; McDaniel, Anderson,
Derbish, & Morrisette, 2007). Students taking the post-test
may have been influenced by their initial pre-test answer
choices. Although the HCTA has been used as both a
pre- and post-test, the HCTA S2 alone has not been used

as both the pre- and post-test (Halpern, 2010). Another
explanation may be that the students were not as motivated
during the second round of critical thinking testing, which
occurred at the end of the semester. The pre- and posttests were only worth a small portion of the students’
overall grades (15 out of 1000 for each), which is a small
amount of extrinsic motivation. Two major disadvantages
of using solely extrinsic motivation are that performance
is dependent on each student’s definition of a “good
grade” and that large amounts of extrinsic motivation are
needed initially (Bain, 2004). Fifteen points out of 1000
may not have been a large enough amount of points to
properly motivate the students. The experiment could have
also been set up in a way that showed the students the
importance in trying hard for both tests, which may have
also helped change the results. However, this explanation
is not likely; increasing motivation (intrinsic or extrinsic)
equally in both classes may not change the results of the
study because both classes would have equal increases in
motivation.
My definition of critical thinking focused on two main
components: argument analysis and decision-making.
However, the HCTA S2 assessed a total of five critical
thinking facets: decision making and problem solving,
thinking as hypothesis testing, argument analysis, likelihood
and uncertainty, and verbal reasoning (Halpern, 2010).
If TBL only helped students practice argument analysis
and decision-making, the students may not have practiced
the other necessary critical thinking components assessed
by the HCTA S2. Additionally, the HCTA S2 measured
general critical thinking skills, and the students may have
only learned content-specific critical thinking skills, which
did not transfer over to general critical thinking skills.
Some studies that have assessed critical thinking skill
changes used content-specific tests to measure specific
critical thinking skill changes in case general critical
thinking skills are too difficult to promote in a classroom
setting (Penningroth et al., 2007). Finally, my definition
of critical thinking only focused on argument analysis
and decision-making, but other studies have found that
critical thinking includes other factors such as application
and synthesis (Gokhale, 1995), meaningful understanding
(Garrison et al., 1999), and interpretation and explanation
(Facione, 1998). My concise definition of critical thinking
may have contributed to the limited findings resulting
from my study.

HIGHER-ORDER THINKING
When assessing the effect of class type on higher-order
thinking application score on the final exam, I found a
significant effect. Students in the TBL class had higher
scores on the higher-order thinking application questions
compared to students in the lecture class. Research suggests

this would be the case because if students practice critical
thinking skills all semester (as they do in TBL in the RAP
and application activities), they would be expected to do
better on higher-order thinking questions (Lewis & Smith,
1993; Miri et al., 2007). The significant result obtained from
higher-order thinking application score suggests that TBL
promoted an increase in application skills, which should
be explored further. These results suggest that TBL allows
students the opportunity to practice important higher-order
thinking skills. One potential limitation that arises out of
this finding is that the application activities are the only
component of TBL that increases critical thinking skills.
This promising result was not seen in the higher-order
thinking analysis scores on the final exam (i.e., no difference
in scores between class types). One of the explanations as
to why there was a significant effect of application and not
analysis is that TBL explicitly practices application skills
in the application activities (Michaelsen et al., 2002) but
only implicitly practices analysis skills. A limitation arises
involving these two types of higher-order thinking questions
because I did not code them as application and analysis
questions. The outside rater, who coded the questions for
the test bank, did not offer and was not asked to explain
the criteria used to distinguish between application and
analysis questions.

CORRELATIONS
I also found that raw score changes on the HCTA S2
negatively correlated with both scores on analysis and
application higher-order thinking questions on the final
exam. Specifically, higher scores on critical thinking
questions were related to lower scores on higher-order
thinking questions. Research would suggest that if students
do well on critical thinking questions, they should also
do well on higher-order thinking questions, but that is
not what I found. One reason for this finding could be
that critical thinking is not the only component of higherorder thinking. Some studies have found that higherorder thinking includes components such as taking in new
information and committing it to memory (Garrison et al.,
1999; Paul, 1993; Resnick, 1987). The new information
could be used as an answer to a perplexing situation
(Lewis & Smith, 1993) or to yield multiple solutions (Zohar
& Dori, 2003). Critical thinking is not the only facet of
higher-order thinking, which means simply increasing
critical thinking skills may not increase higher-order
thinking skills.
I also compared general critical thinking scores with
content-specific higher-order thinking scores, which may
have been another potential limitation. Students worked
all semester on content-specific information, which may
have influenced their higher-order thinking scores without
James Madison Undergraduate Research Journal
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changing their general critical thinking scores. One study
found that there is a weak but significant correlation
between general and content-specific critical thinking
tests (Reid, 2000). This weak correlation implies that
comparing general scores to content-specific scores may not
always result in a significant correlation, which makes this
comparison a limitation of the study.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

There are many improvements and additions that could
be implemented to help counteract the limitations in my
study. Although using multiple-choice questions is more
time-efficient, it may not be the best way to assess critical
thinking and higher-order thinking. Future studies could
try using tests that utilize short-essay questions. Short-essay
questions have advantages over multiple-choice questions:
students cannot simply guess the correct answer and thus
employ deep learning approaches (deep strategies and
motives) (Scouller, 1998). TBL students practiced argument
analysis and decision-making skills, which may not have
shown up on the multiple-choice tests but could have been
assessed using short-essay questions. I also only used one
measure of critical thinking, the HCTA S2. Future studies
could use multiple critical thinking tests in to capture all
components of the broad concept.
Additional studies could also assess the importance of
the application activities because application scores were
the only component of higher-order thinking found to
differ between the TBL class and the lecture class. A
study could be designed that compares two halves of a
lecture class in which one half participates in individual
application activities and the other does not. If an increase
in application skills is found in the former group, then
it may be the case that the application activities alone—
rather than TBL—increase application higher-order
thinking skills.
The study could have also been altered to compare
correlations between general critical thinking skills and
general higher-order skills as well as compare correlations
between content-specific critical thinking skills and
content-specific higher-order thinking skills. This change
would hopefully alter the negative correlation between
general critical thinking skills and content-specific higherorder thinking skills. Finally, critical thinking skills could
have been explicitly taught, instead of implicitly practiced
(Marin & Halpern, 2011). Explicitly instructing and
practicing critical thinking involves the teacher elaborating
on the individual components of critical thinking and then
working with the students to learn, practice, and eventually
master the components (Halpern, 2010).
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In sum, my study suggests that TBL can promote a
type of higher-order thinking (application) in contentspecific questions, but not necessarily increase general
critical thinking skills. These results may mean that TBL
components (RAP and application activities) align with
higher-order thinking more than critical thinking.
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APPENDIX A

APPENDIX B

Sample Application Activity
Cognitive Development Theories

Sample Test Questions
(note that the bolded answer is the correct answer)

Learning objective:

Application Questions:

1. Describe the components of sociocultural and dynamic
systems theories.
2. Explain the influences of each of the previous theories
(Piagetian, information processing, sociocultural) on dynamic
systems theories.
Instructions: Answer the questions below.

1. Bernard believes that his intelligence is fixed and that there
is little he can do to change it. When Bernard encounters
failure, he would be expected to:
A. work persistently to solve the problem.
B. believe that his failure is due to a lack of effort.
C. believe he is still smart regardless of the failure.
D. feel helpless.

1. Imagine that you are teaching a parenting course and will
have time to teach only one of the concepts below. Which
one would you choose? Explain.
A. Zone of proximal development
B. Social scaffolding
C. Guided participation

2. Annalee is 3 years old. If asked to describe herself, which
statement is she LEAST likely to say?
A. “I am a great dancer. See, I can do a pirouette.”
B. “I love to go apple picking.”
C. “I have brown hair.”
D. “My sister is a faster runner than me.”

2. Today’s theorists, recognizing both consistency and
variability in children’s development, have adopted a dynamic
systems perspective—a view in which the child’s mind, body,
and physical and social worlds form an integrated system
that guides mastery of new skills. All of the following are
key features of dynamic systems theories. Which one is the
most defining feature?
A. The concept of self-organization
B. Variation and selection
C. The emphasis on children’s own motivation to
learn about the world
D. The importance of children’s observations and
imitations of others

Analysis Questions:

3. Dynamic systems theories reflect influences of each
of the other theories reviewed in this chapter. Which
theoretical influence do you think is the strongest? Provide
three reasons for why you chose the theory you chose (be
sure you clearly demonstrate the connection between the
theories). As you make your decision, think beyond surface
level similarities such as whether theories are continuous or
discontinuous.
A. Sociocultural
B. Piagetian
C. Information processing
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3. The dynamic-systems approach is intended to counter which
disadvantage of other theories of cognitive development?
A. inability to explain infants’ apparent innate 		
knowledge of some domains
B. lack of emphasis on how others help children
learn
C. lack of attention to strategic variability
D. impression that children’s thinking and
their actions are independent
4. Which statement about the contribution of psychoanalytic
theories to psychology is true?
A. Psychoanalytic theories have yielded
important practical applications, such as the
procedure of systematic desensitization.
B. The importance placed on subjective experience
is now viewed as outdated.
C. The specifics have been scientifically tested and
supported.
D. The emphasis on early experience has
endured into current views of development.
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HACKERS AND THE DARK NET
A Look into Hacking and the Deep Web

Danielle LeFrancois, Christina Reilly, Russell Munn,
Andy Strasel, Jess Garcia, and Lindsey Chiles

ABSTRACT
The dark web is notorious for the illicit activities it facilitates, including human trafficking, narcotics and
weapons sales, and illegally obtained information transfers. In order to combat this constant, invisible threat
to security, governments and experts have called for tougher legislation and increased surveillance. But on the
opposite end of all this crime and villainy lie persecuted groups who use the dark web and the anonymity it
affords to protect themselves from retaliation. This article uses Atavist’s digital storytelling medium to explore
how hackers “hack” the web, ethical questions surrounding the dark web, and policy solutions to cyber security.
To view the article, visit https://smad470.atavist.com/hackers-and-the-dark-net.
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EDITORS’ NOTE:

JMURJ is proud to present its second multimedia piece, “Hackers and the Dark Net,” by a team of Media Arts & Design
students. We have offered a brief exerpt here. The full work, created on Atavist, is available at the link below.

OVERVIEW

Vastly larger than the usual “surface” Web that the
typical user is familiar with, the Dark Net is the
gathering place for all those Internet- and tech-savvy
individuals who prefer their anonymity. Accessed
primarily by the free-to-download Tor browser, which
routes connections through multiple server networks
and sometimes across continents, the Dark Net allows
anyone who has the appropriate know-how to find and
use spaces to a multitude of ends. Popular stock on the
Dark Net includes weapons, child pornography, drugs,
malware, stolen credit card details, and pirated movies
and music, all paid for by the anonymity-protecting
digital currency Bitcoin.
In addition to goods and services, the Dark Net also
allows groups to communicate without worrying
about the authorities intercepting their messages or
discovering the identities of members. Groups like
ISIS and organized crime cells use the Dark Net to
recruit, plan, and collaborate. And, as soon as the
authorities shut down a Dark Net site—if ever—another
equally, if not more difficult to locate, site appears
instantaneously.
In order to combat this constant, invisible threat to
security, governments and experts call for tougher
legislation and increased surveillance. But on the
opposite end from all this crime and villainy lie
persecuted groups who use the Dark Net and its offer
of anonymity to protect themselves from retaliation.
Ethnic minorities, religious groups, and political
activists are able to exercise their rights to freedom of
expression and speech as well as organize and support
one another without the fear of being exposed or
endangered for their beliefs.

VIEW HERE
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STEVE McCURRY IN INDIA
A Balanced Approach to a Complicated Country
Sam Taylor

ABSTRACT
Steve McCurry has worked as a National Geographic photographer for over thirty years and has captured some of
his most important images in India. These two photographic narratives—National Geographic, often criticized for
its exotic portrayals of other countries, and India, long subject to Eurocentric perspectives and historicizing—
frame McCurry’s effort to present the human condition in the far corners of the world. McCurry exploits these
tensions as he seeks a more truthful, accurate, and ultimately complex representation of India and its people.
This paper analyzes two of McCurry’s most well-known photographs—Dust Storm (1983) and Holi Man (1996)—
arguing that his aesthetic purpose and technical skill enable him to engage Western viewers in an “empathetic
probing of different lifeways, experiences and interests” that resists exploiting India as an exotic other.
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Steve McCurry was working for a newspaper in Pennsylvania
when he decided to drop everything and travel to India as
a freelance photographer. McCurry’s fascination with the
monsoon season and his admiration for two photographers,
Henri Cartier-Bresson and Margaret Bourke-White, who
had done remarkable work in India, led him to the country.
After arriving, McCurry found himself presented with a
unique opportunity: the chance to cross the border into
Afghanistan to document the Soviet invasion. McCurry
was the first to photograph this conflict, and the images
he captured launched his career as an international
photojournalist, landing him assignments with Time and
National Geographic. McCurry found a home at National
Geographic where he has remained for over thirty years.
Not long after this excursion, McCurry began producing
some of his most iconic photos, including Afghan Girl, which
was the June 1985 cover of National Geographic (Bannon and
McCurry).
McCurry’s distinct progression in the ranks of international
photojournalism has influenced his personal photographic
approach, one that seeks to frame the human condition in
the far corners of the world. He has also created an extensive

Fig. 2. Steve McCurry, Holi Man
relationship with South Asia, in particular India, a country
he has visited over eighty times. As a photographer for
National Geographic, and someone who frequently chooses
India as the subject of his work, McCurry has found himself
placed between two narratives rich with photographic
history: that of India and National Geographic. What makes
Steve McCurry’s work in India iconic is his ability to
transcend early twentieth-century colonial attitudes and to
circumvent National Geographic’s history of exploiting nonWestern countries as an exotic other. In doing so, McCurry
seeks to find commonality in the human condition and
focus on the complex story the photographs possess.
To analyze how McCurry achieves these qualities, I will
examine two of his many iconic photographs. The first,
Dust Storm (see fig. 1), was taken in Rajasthan, India, in
1983. The second photo, Holi Man (see fig. 2), was taken 13
years later in 1996, also in Rajasthan, India. The similar
use of color and careful consideration of composition in
the two photos displays McCurry’s consistent visual style
as it reveals guiding principles that have endured over
his career as a photographer. Before I analyze these two
images, I will provide the brief, problematic history of the
two photographic narratives that McCurry functions within.

Fig. 1. Steve McCurry, Dust Storm
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Like many other countries that endured long periods of
colonial occupation, India has two separate histories marked
either by autonomy or control. This remains true for India’s
photographic history as well. Gita Rajan, Professor of
English and Senior Research Fellow at Fairfield University,
observes, “academic discussions about India . . . have been
located in the nexus of a colonial/postcolonial theoretical
divide” (64). Due to this perspective, most evaluations of
India’s history of photography have focused on the colonial
period, when Europeans had direct influence over the
country. This split view of India centering either on its
occupation under or its freedom from British rule proves
how the country has commonly been viewed in Eurocentric
terms. However, India gained its independence nearly 70

years ago, in 1947, after being an official British colony only
since 1858. Christopher Pinney, Professor of Anthropology
and Visual Culture at University College London, describes
how under “the European placement . . . India is underlined
[in photography] as a location, a ‘belated’ case study of what
has already happened elsewhere in a purer form.” Pinney
explains how India has failed to fall under the global
history of photography, which is a history as seen through
a Eurocentric perspective, but has instead remained on its
own, not given proper attention or placement (141).
Much of the study currently being done on India’s
photography is similar to how many other topics within
the country are approached: with a focus on modernity and
development. Even though the discussion is moving toward
India’s future, the subject of modernity is still “read as a
dictate of the enlightened West” (Rajan 64). Not only is the
particular attention to modernity harmful because it frames
India in Western terms, it fails to acknowledge the region’s
rich and long-standing culture. Pinney notes that the “‘core’
photographic history (by which I mean that which describes
Euro-American practices) erases ‘culture’” (142). When these
peripheral and third-world countries have their cultures
erased, they tend to pale in comparison to the highly
developed Western countries viewing them. This erasure
encourages a sort of backwards colonial empowerment that
Western countries believe they hold over the rest of the
world. To combat this process, Radhika Parameswaran, the
Chair of Journalism at Indiana University Bloomington,
calls for an implementation “of postcolonial theories to
challenge the colonialist assumptions that underwrite the
neocolonial discursive regimes of globalization” (288).

National Geographic tended to rely
on portrayals of non-Westerners as
exotic, defining their otherness
through a focus on their numerous
differences,visually and culturally.
National Geographic participated in creating this harmful
vision of India. Founded in 1888 as a journal specifically
for American geographers, National Geographic was soon
repurposed as a monthly publication with a heavy reliance
on visual images (Hawkins 33). The magazine quickly
became popular for the exposure it gave to places and people
outside of the Western world. Its growing popularity led to
a large readership and gave the magazine a certain cultural
authority for exposing the Western world to locations
abroad. However, as Stephanie Hawkins, a literary theory

researcher at the University of North Texas, notes, “National
Geographic’s genre of ethnographic photographs reinforced
popular late nineteenth-century racial stereotypes” (34).
National Geographic tended to rely on portrayals of nonWesterners as exotic, defining their otherness through a
focus on their numerous differences, visually and culturally.
This sensationalizing of differences raised red flags for
anthropologists who “have been far ahead of media scholars
in scrutinizing the magazine’s pivotal role in producing
representations of the non-Western world for EuroAmerican readers” (Parameswaran 289). The problem was
not only with the representations themselves, but how these
representations were used to form self-identities. These
“Euro-American readers” utilized the authority granted to
National Geographic as a cultural media outlet to construct
their general views on non-Western subjects, and, therefore,
to determine their own placement in the world.
After 1970, National Geographic shifted toward portraying
India in terms of its modern developments. However, as I
mentioned earlier, this shift portrayed India through the
lens of the already-developed West (Rajan 64). The framing
remained relative to a Western vantage point incessantly
measuring third world development. The basis for this
vantage point is the West’s level of modernity, so one could
argue that viewing less developed countries through this
lens is an attempt to subjugate their culture.
Maybe now, after over a hundred years of publication, National
Geographic has become too large of an institution to meet the
monumental demands imposed on it. What complicates the
National Geographic narrative even further is its inability to
achieve a balance between representing a culture’s history and
its current state. The magazine’s photographs can either portray
foreign places as culturally exotic or in a stage of developmental
“catch-up,” which has left the magazine vulnerable to scholarly
criticism. National Geographic has experienced backlash regarding
its representations of India as existing in a state of modern
progression. The magazine replicates a trend Dr. Rajan saw in
an 1893 exhibit of photography in India. Rajan states that the
photography recorded cultural and ethnographic
practices, new forms of life and life-experiences in
cities, and the innovations in technology of Europe
and America along a time–space continuum of
modernity, [and] sealed India off as a mere colony,
even as India was the historical object of these very
queries through photography in the exhibition. (69)
India has always been a complicated and complex country and
can be expected to remain so in the future. Representations
of India need to reflect these dense complexities in order
to achieve a more balanced viewpoint. Such a depiction
would fully consider India’s place in history as a colony and
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independent country and also strive to capture an internal
accuracy, instead of an external perception.

Dust Storm and Holi Man are part
of two historical narratives,
India and National Geographic,
both rife with contradiction.
These problematic histories explain how photography in or
of India presents a complex pattern of pitfalls with which
McCurry struggled as a photographer for National Geographic.
Dust Storm and Holi Man are part of two historical narratives,
India and National Geographic, both rife with contradiction.
Each seems stuck in a constant fluctuation between cultural
praise worthy of study and scholarly attack denouncing each
subject’s place in the global history of photography. National
Geographic is often criticized for its place as an authority on
ethnography through its “masterful management of textual
and visual signifiers of cultural difference” (Hawkins 34).
And although India’s place in the history of photography
is criticized more for having been remarkably overlooked,
it is seen as a mere “counterpoint [of] a core Photographic
History” (Pinney 142). As a white Westerner working for
a hierarchical media outlet claiming cultural authority
on distant locations, Steve McCurry easily falls into these
negative categories of reinforcement. Not only are his photos
seen through the troubled ethnographic medium of National
Geographic, but he also physically exemplifies a Westerndominated perspective of India. McCurry’s position between
these two complicated narratives is only worsened by the
interplay between them: a National Geographic photographer
with a focus—almost fascination—in depicting India and its
people.
Steve McCurry intends for his photos to communicate
through narratives of certain experiences, places, or
particular people. On his website, McCurry states, “I
photograph stories on assignment, and of course they have
to be put together coherently. But what matters most is
that each picture stands on its own, with its own place and
feeling.” In this way, McCurry’s photographic approach
resembles a metaphorical element found in many of his
photos, individuality defined within the collective. Even as
he navigates through space and time, creating a story with
his collection of photographs, he takes the time to meditate
on each frame, carefully composing each as an individual
element of the narrative.
For Christopher Pinney, “photography delivers the event
. . . and this cannot legitimately be fused with the broader
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narrative of the corpus” (143-44). He proposes that the
individual image remains simply that: a momentary,
unavoidably subjective capturing of a particular scene.
Pinney believes that this is one of the ultimate impediments
of photography: it “is not able to say anything about the
wider social/cultural constructions” of the objects placed
before the frame (143). Here, Pinney seems more concerned
with how the photo is decoded rather than encoded, granting
privilege to the reader’s capability over the professional’s,
and this concern is often valid, as National Geographic tends
to allow audiences to define the images through their own
lens and to decide what makes the societies presented in the
images different from their own Western culture.
However, I argue that McCurry is able to say meaningful
things about the “wider social/cultural construction” of
the objects he photographs in India. An evaluation of Dust
Storm and Holi Man will help establish how McCurry seeks
to create understanding through his photographs, rather
than subjective definition, while also navigating a careful
depiction of a commonly misrepresented country, its culture,
and its people.

By encouraging a personal discussion
with the elements in the photo,
McCurry purposely avoids giving
the audience the meaning.
One way McCurry accomplishes this understanding is
through an invitation for a more in-depth study of his
photos, crafted by the aesthetic influence he has on each
exposure. This thoughtful encoding of the photograph
allows space for the viewer to participate in rendering
an interpretation and ultimately an understanding of the
image. In a sense, McCurry acknowledges that our reading
will be subjective and allows subjectivity under the condition
that he is visually guiding our understanding. However, by
encouraging a personal discussion with the elements in
the photo, McCurry purposely avoids giving the audience
the meaning, which allows them to “possess the visual
knowledge of the subject of the photo . . . to assert power
over the subject and thus objectify it/her/him” (Neuhaus 6).
National Geographic photographers and imagery of India had
commonly afforded this neocolonialist power through the
human gaze. In her critique of Austrian photographer Alice
Schalek, Katharina Manojlovic comments how “the urban
flâneur appropriated the space of the city with his gaze,
with his slow, careless and almost accidental observations”
(199). In fact, Catherine Lutz and Jane Collins devote a

whole chapter in Reading National Geographic to the gaze, or
eye contact, and its many points of intersection. As they
describe it, “Non-Westerners draw a look, rather than
inattention or interaction, to the extent that their difference
or foreignness defines them as noteworthy yet distant” (188).
Similar to Pinney, Lutz and Collins are more concerned
with how the photo is read: they believe the aesthetic
properties of National Geographic photos almost hypnotize the
viewer into settling for a surface reading.
Dust Storm and Holi Man both have properties that reject
the gaze, and supplement the momentary direction of
the gaze with a more inquisitive display of aesthetics. At
first glance, Dust Storm rejects a quick view of approval
by the way the group of women are turned away from
us, huddled towards one another as if they are sharing a
secret. McCurry utilizes color—the stark ruby red saris,
rather than greeting eyes—to draw our attention to the
subjects within the frame. By composing the subjects in
the center of the frame with highly contrasting colors,
McCurry guides our eye, comparable to how the gaze
does, only to then refuse the ephemeral glance of
consent. This refusal leads to engagement and the sort of
interaction Lutz and Collins claim that the gaze fails to
accomplish. The common pitfall is that “The photographs
of NG . . . seek to reassure their readers that knowing the
Other is no more difficult than gazing upon a smiling
face” (Neuhaus 6). McCurry’s decision to expose subjects
in states of interpersonal (Dust Storm) and intrapersonal
(Holi Man) interaction denies us the reassurance of when
our gaze is acknowledged. The denial also functions in
preventing the reader’s objectifying of the photographs’
subject(s).

McCurry guides our eye, comparable to
how the gaze does, only to then refuse the
ephemeral glance of consent.
Even though at first glance Holi Man represents a specific
moment in time with a religious and historical significance
of its own, deriving meaning from the very event it captures,
the photograph transcends the journalistic trend to simply
document an event, which might render a shallow reading,
and captures the emotional atmosphere present in that space
and time. O. Michael Watson’s review of Reading National
Geographic references a section where photographers go
about “describing their work . . . as ‘multi-dimensional’—
containing not only ‘facts,’ but also emotional and aesthetic
dimensions that imbue their photos with ‘timeliness,
inherence, [and] enduring human values’” (195). One of those

values is spirituality, a feeling expressed through the sort of
mind space we occupy as viewers when looking at Holi Man.
As he does in Dust Storm, McCurry uses color to focus and
greet our eye like the gaze would. The first element to stand
out in the photo is the man who is covered in green paint
afloat a mass of other men all dressed in red. Even still,
Carlos Tatel, Jr., argues, “the camera . . . exudes objectivity,
while the photographer and his historical milieu connote
subjectivity” (63). The “historical milieu” are the exact,
treacherous narratives, discussed previously, that McCurry
has found himself situated within. As a photojournalist,
McCurry must consider such consequences of the technical
act of taking a photo.

It is not just a visual spectacle, which
would suggest the image serves as an
exhibition, a simple display of these people
caught in time. Dust Storm is indicative of
McCurry’s focus on the human condition.
Steve McCurry’s role, defined in the most general sense,
is to tell a story through photographs. Naturally, there is a
gap between photo and journalist, which McCurry attempts
to bridge. The aesthetic characteristics of photography do
not always match with the objective demands a journalist
tries to meet, which Hawkins defines as “the aesthetic and
ideological tensions between realism and romance” (42). It
is in the connection between these tensions that McCurry
is able to transcend some of the same pitfalls to which other
photographers have fallen victim, either in photographing
for National Geographic or portraying India as the subject.
Lutz and Collins, when evaluating National Geographic’s
portrayals of the exotic other, mention how this “distance is
a product of making the pictured person a kind of spectacle
. . . [and] one of the effects of the emphasis on spectacle is
to discredit the significance of the foreign” (90). When we
look at a McCurry photo such as Dust Storm, it is hard not
to be mesmerized by his careful crafting of color. With the
red garment centered in this atmosphere of beige dust, it is
a spectacle of aesthetic photography. However, it is not just a
visual spectacle, which would suggest the image serves as an
exhibition, a simple display of these people caught in time.
Dust Storm is indicative of McCurry’s focus on the human
condition, showing the women as they huddle together to
shield themselves from the storm passing through. In this
way, the image reads as a narrative, telling a colorful story
rather than a simple posing of subjects. The photo tells a
tale of struggle and perseverance through teamwork. Even
though it is a still image, the whipping of the women’s
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saris and swirling cloud of dust beginning to consume
them emphasize active motion, a narrative that requires
examination to piece the scene together.
McCurry composes his photos to express these deeper human
emotions and feelings. In “Savage Visions: Ethnography,
Photography, and Local-Color Fiction in National Geographic,”
Hawkins notes that National Geographic seeks images
that “bespeak a deeply aesthetic romanticism, in which
permanent, universal truths are prized above superficial
differences” (38). In Holi Man, it is the value of spirituality
that manifests in an inner collective of individuals, two
aspects physically represented in the photograph McCurry
took. Not only does Holi Man represent the effect spirituality
has on one man, it also reveals the way spirituality connects
a group of people. Besides exemplifying the effort McCurry
went to in capturing this photo, the higher vantage point
allows him to evoke the enlightened essence you can see
on the face of the man painted green. The perspective of
looking down on this man, who is being physically and
spiritually lifted up, provides the viewer with a similar
spiritual sensation. By choosing to shoot the photograph
from above, McCurry contrasts this “holy man” with the
swarm of red below him, illuminating the green paint
enveloping his body and thrusting the subject into focus.

McCurry attempts in both Dust Storm
and Holi Man to provide us with human
feelings and emotions, common to any
personal narrative.
Hawkins emphasizes in “Savage Visions” how National
Geographic’s favoring of photos that contained a “universal
language” was used to unite America with other countries
under a shared vision (39). In this interpretation, what
seemed to be a positive aspect of National Geographic was still
a way of promoting a subjective view of non-Westerners—the
same one that portrayed them as an exotic other, subordinate
to the highly developed West.
After close examination, though, McCurry’s two photos
heighten cultural understanding through their aesthetics. In
Dust Storm, we see a human narrative playing out, as people
find strength in numbers. For Westerners, it is impossible
not to notice the cultural differences evident in the visual
composition: the clothing, the clay pots, and the unique
terrain. However, McCurry attempts in both Dust Storm and
Holi Man to provide us with human feelings and emotions,
common to any personal narrative, that can connect the
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audience with the distancing photos of far flung places. This
is not meant as a tool to be used to identify with the subjects
of the photo, or even sensationalize. Critical engagement
through understanding is meant as an “empathetic probing
of different lifeways, experiences, and interests,” one that
Lutz and Collins, and many other cultural or media scholars,
believe National Geographic fails to offer (283).
In evaluating Steve McCurry’s position within the convoluted
history of National Geographic, my intention is not to argue
that the entire media institution has been misunderstood.
Rather, the purpose is to highlight how one photographer
in particular has worked to create a more truthful, accurate,
and ultimately complex representation of an “exotic” locale
such as India. In framing this discussion of McCurry’s
role as a National Geographic photographer with a specific
focus on India, my objective has been to portray how his
personal stakes are even further raised by a country with
a complex historical narrative of its own.
Summarizing what is needed for accurately representing
India, Gita Rajan explains, “It now falls upon the
‘polytechnic engineer’ in the age of technological
reproduction to query this homage to the past, in order to
reveal the constructed nature of an authentic India” (69).
As a polytechnic engineer, Steve McCurry portrays the rich
culture of India that serves as tribute to its long, intricate
history by refining both his technical skills and aesthetic
purpose. In order to do this without portraying India as
retained in a repressed past, his photographs acknowledge
the technological capabilities of his own photography and
utilize them to engage the viewer in a deep, conscious
discussion with the image he has exposed. Dust Storm and
Holi Man serve not only as evidence of McCurry’s iconic
status, but also as examples of the sort of thoughtful work
he undertakes in photographing India, its people, and its
landscapes.
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"EXPANDING THAT STORY"
How Nonprofit Leaders Portray the
Populations They Serve
Sarah Koth

This paper examines how nonprofit leaders talk about the populations they serve, specifically financially
disadvantaged populations in food pantries and homeless shelters. Previous literature exploring the nonprofit
sector considers volunteers and their experiences, although leaders set the tone for the organization’s language,
and ultimately the quality of service. Five nonprofit organization (NPO) leaders from different organizations
participated in semi-structured, in-depth interviews that lasted between 36 to 72 minutes. Questions inquired
about their average workweek, their contact with clients and volunteers, and how they break stigmas about their
clientele. Findings suggest that nonprofit leaders consider their clients as individual cases, and their primary
strategy includes storytelling when talking about clients, retaining volunteers, and constructing their role in the
organization as well as the community.
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Origins of the nonprofit sector date back over ten thousand
years (Grobman, 2015). This sector answers unmet societal
demands that the government and private sectors overlook or
are unable to address with satisfactory resources (Grobman,
2015). According to Zhuang, Saxton, and Wu (2014),
“citizens everyday [sic] rely on [the nonprofit sector] to help
deliver programs and services in the arts, education, health
care, the environment, sports, professional associations,
humanitarian services, and countless other areas” (p. 470).
Nonprofit organizations (NPOs) market their services,
in part, to gain loyal supporters. Each brochure, online
website, and representative speaker shapes the organization,
its mission, and whom it serves. Walsh (1994) critically
analyzed the methods that public service organizations
use to convey their message. He stated that since language
influences the way individuals think, the service sector
should consider the impact it has on public opinion.
Further, narratives floating around service organizations
may attempt to evoke emotional response because they draw
attention and empathy. Dempsey (2009) noted that creating
narratives for vulnerable populations may be dangerous,
as those in need did not choose how their needs were
articulated. However, Barker and Gower (2010) observed
the importance of emotional storytelling in organizations,
as it allows individuals to connect to the mission.
This qualitative study will focus on the nonprofit sector within
the United States and organizations that serve financially
disadvantaged populations. Research on nonprofits has
left a void concerning descriptions and language regarding
these populations. This paper aims to explore how nonprofit
leaders talk about their recipients, how nonprofit leaders
seek to present the needs of their recipients to the public, and
how nonprofit leaders talk about stigmatized populations.
Exploring this gap in the research will provide insight about
the nonprofit sector’s leaders, their attentiveness to how
they present their population, and what strategies leaders in
direct-service nonprofits may use to help create a complete
narrative of those they serve.

LITERATURE REVIEW
NONPROFITS AND NONPROFIT LEADERS
Fundamentally, NPOs work to serve those in need rather than
to gain profit (Grobman, 2015). How the organization portrays
those it serves may shape the community’s attitude as well as
individuals’ attitudes toward the population, which may affect
the funding, community partnerships, and volunteer loyalty.
Studies on how the leaders perceive the needs and wants of
their recipients are relatively scarce, yet researchers agree
that effective communication between organizations and their
audience creates opportunities for positive change. Information

about client characteristics can help organizations concretize
their ideas about population members, which may help the
organization to create more beneficial programs (Guo, 2012).
Organizations may not be client-oriented in their services to
the best of their ability because of the lack of input from
their clientele (Beltramini, 1981). Failing to have input from
clientele would not only affect the quality of services, but
also how the leaders understand the population. If these
misperceptions continue, the organization might create a false
or incomplete picture of those in need.

When leaders’ vocabulary offers a
consistent, mindful message to further
the mission, they can implement
empowering strategies on each
level of their organization.
Impactful leaders use professional language when speaking
with volunteers, particularly about organizational matters
that involve clients (Grobman, 2015). They also consider
the perspectives of members and donors to create effective
communication strategies (Fong, Wright, & Wimer, 2016).
Rather than planning for short-term direct service, leaders
make a more sustainable impact by communicating longerterm developmental strategies (Lupton, 2011). Leaders who
supported “learning and innovation” develop higher quality
services (Latting et al., 2008). This method raises workplace
strategic problem-solving skills, and gives a clear message to
the community (Shaefer, 2015). When leaders’ vocabulary
offers a consistent, mindful message to further their mission,
they can implement empowering strategies on each level of
their organization. Leaders set the standard for volunteers and
staff in how they communicate with and about their clientele.

DIRECT SERVICE (FOOD PANTRY FOCUS)
The nonprofit sector consists of a wide array of services, but
this study will focus on direct service organizations, specifically
on food pantries and homeless shelters. Leaders in these
organizations engage in unique power relations. Allen (2004)
observed that there is power in language and “everyday talk”
within organizational communication (p. 34). These means of
communication may reinforce dominant ideologies, including
ones that further stigmas and oppressive structures. Outside
forces such as media, government, and religion influence these
power dynamics, but the leaders continuously “control language
systems” of the organization (p. 34). Leaders can choose how
they speak about the people who are in need—even if those
people do not agree with the vocabulary.
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Creating a mutually beneficial relationship with the
community requires the organization to know the local
culture, including its needs and biases. Many organizations
in the sector work for social justice, and leaders tend to
use such a position to advocate for their population
(Grobman, 2015). As Beltramini (1981) suggested, service
organizations that are unaware of client needs may hinder
the organization’s ability to meet such needs. By creating an
open environment, which requires trust and understanding,
organizations can better serve their population. This focus
on service can be obstructed when the organization focuses
too much on the volunteer rather than those being served.
Boehm and Staples (2006) stated that NPO leaders tend
to align their priorities with the organization’s mission and
vision rather than its shortcomings. Individuals differ in
their needs, and organizations who address these unique
differences are more likely to give effective aid. Viewing the
services they provide through the lens of their population
could alter their understanding and agenda (Fong et al.,
2016). Doing so creates an empathetic environment and
promotes understanding between the service providers and
the recipients.

FRAMING NPO RECIPIENTS THROUGH LANGUAGE
Vulnerable populations, such as children and marginalized
groups, may not have the platform to voice their needs.
Communication scholars have recognized that language
can create and shape reality; therefore, language choice is
a powerful tool. Okamoto (2016) noted that organizations
play a role in creating “alternative discourse communities—
groups that discursively challenge prevailing knowledgepower relationships” (p. 3).
While Dempsey (2009) noted the difference between NPOs
and grassroots efforts, both participate in “communicative
labor.” This practice affects the articulation of problems, the
potential solutions, and how the public sees the population
receiving material aid. Communicative labor can be harmful
if the narrative misrepresents the population. Leaders help
decide the narrative through specific vocabulary choices and
how the organization communicates those needs to potential
donors. Dempsey observed that many advocacy NPOs are
not usually “elected” by “the groups for whom they speak”
(p. 330). She also suggested that NPOs may hinder the
group from speaking themselves and, instead, further an
incomplete narrative.

COMMUNICATIVE LABOR
NPOs depend heavily on discourse to convey their mission,
connect with the public, and serve their population well.
When talking about its clients’ needs, the organization
builds a framework through which to view the population. If
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the NPO stigmatizes the recipients, consciously or not, the
general public may reiterate and intensify the stigma (Gelb,
2012). A case study of two social justice-oriented NPOs
displayed how volunteers and staff members viewed their
clients differently (Chen & Collier, 2012). The volunteers
used negative phrases when describing the client, including
“disadvantaged people that suffer economically, mentally,
or whatever,” while the staff members described them as
“hardworking” and “appreciative” (Chen & Collier, 2012, p.
51). Those who work with stigmatized groups face challenges
that can become harder if the stigmas are left unaddressed.
As shown in Harro’s (2013) cycle of socialization model, the
biases will become reinforced rather than questioned and
reframed.
Past research has shown the importance of using
mindfulness and considering connotations when talking
about populations without a voice (Gelb, 2008). Leaders
who reflect on their work may cultivate a more honest
and complete picture of those who they serve. Shaefer
(2015) found that shared leadership creates a balance of
power in NPOs that allows leadership to create trust and
accountability. Successful NPO leaders generally have a
system that cultivates these characteristics (Shaefer, 2015).
Meetings “followed by reflection, discussion, and analysis,
along with feedback from other group members and leaders”
help raise the quality of work (Boehm & Staples, 2006, p.
91). If the leadership body is cohesive, the narrative may be
more consistent and increase the effectiveness of the NPO.
NPOs focused on social causes hold unique power in their
language (Mitra, 2013). Leaders influence power dynamics
through their vocabulary. Labeling programs, procedures,
and groups may bring out injustice or misrepresented
power dynamics (Mitra, 2013). For instance, in one study,
volunteers who assisted with refugee resettlement described
how overemphasizing the concept of “helping . . . puts people
on unequal footing” (McAllum, 2013, p. 95). These power
dynamics within the organization could allude to power
imbalances in the community.
Tracy and Scott (2006) found that people in stigmatized groups
would benefit from leaders’ use of reframing, recalibrating,
and refocusing. Reframing involves neutralizing or altering
the meaning attached with a stigmatization. For instance,
rather than using the phrase “homeless person,” the
term “people dealing with homelessness” creates a more
neutral, less stigmatizing meaning. Recalibrating involves
adjusting implicit standards that evaluate the group’s
place in and contribution to the community. If an NPO
serves meals, it may encourage people dealing with food
insecurity to volunteer to help serve before sitting down
for a meal. Refocusing means to actively shift the attention
from stigmatized traits to the non-stigmatized traits. To

lessen the “dirtiness” of stigmatized groups, researchers
found that the groups used the techniques above as well as
“depersonalizing” in order to cope with their status. This
could increase mental and emotional distance between
the populations in need, which may help in cases such as
home health care workers. However, depersonalization can
provoke condescension and blaming, which may cause poor
quality service and reinforce stigmas (Tracy & Scott, 2006).
Leaders could use these techniques to help clarify the needs
of the population as well as refocus the public’s perception.
The literature describing community building, nonprofit
leaders and their audiences, and organizational communication strategies leaves many questions unaddressed concerning NPO leaders and recipients left unaddressed. The three
questions below guided my research regarding how leaders
describe and portray the populations they serve:
RQ1: How do nonprofit organization leaders talk
about their recipients?
RQ2: How do nonprofit leaders seek to present the
needs of their recipients to the general public?
RQ3: How do nonprofit leaders who offer goods and
services to economically disadvantaged people
talk about stigmas surrounding their
recipients?

METHODOLOGY

After receiving approval from the Institutional Review
Board, I used a purposive theoretical construct (Tracy,
2013) to recruit participants. I searched online for emails
of nonprofit organization (NPO) leaders. “Leaders” included
directors, coordinators, board members, and staff members.
Participants varied in age and generation. Five full- or parttime staff of different NPOs participated in semi-structured,
audio-recorded interviews. Organizations recruited did not
function in the same region, and interviews took place in
either the organization’s office or in the participant’s personal
office. Participant demographics varied, and the majority
were women with one man interviewed. All organization
and participant names are replaced with pseudonyms to
ensure participant confidentiality.

PROCEDURES
Each semi-structured interview followed a protocol (see
Appendix) that focused on discussing the workplace
experiences of nonprofit leaders. Interviews were scheduled
to be approximately one hour long and were conducted
in the participant’s office. After receiving participant
interest, multiple emails established a meeting time and
an introduction to the interview procedures. Identifiable

information was removed to protect the confidentiality of
the participants. Interviews lasted between 36 to 72 minutes
with the average lasting 56 minutes. With permission,
digitally-recorded interviews were downloaded onto a
password-protected mobile device and transcribed verbatim
immediately following the interview.

ANALYSIS OF DATA
After transcribing the interview data and field notes, I read
the data several times to familiarize myself with all five
transcripts. Then, I used iterative analysis to understand
emerging themes through the data as well as reflect on past
literature. Using Microsoft Word, I highlighted and created
first-level codes on the side of the transcript. The firstlevel coding consisted of in vivo language and focused on
participant linguistics (Tracy, 2013). For example, first-level
coding included “Volunteering in the organization” and
“Focusing on expanding literacy in the region.” These codes
intentionally focused on the participants’ use of language
and communication strategies.
Constant comparison helped decipher whether to add new
data to a code or to create a new code. Second-level coding
categorized first-level codes. Larger patterns emerged,
helping to explain and synthesize the data. Analysis of these
patterns allowed me to reflect on themes and meanings
within the data, for example, “bringing people together,”
“comfort zone,” and “what does ‘charity cases’ mean?”
Then, I shifted codes, meshed similar codes, and if they
were different, I split them to clarify categories. Once the
codes were solidified, I considered each theme according
to the research questions. I processed and examined the
data several times, then identified the themes within the
language and strategies of the nonprofit leaders.

INTERPRETATIONS AND FINDINGS

After analyzing the interviews, the data shows that participants
varied in vocabulary about their clients, how they understood
and engaged volunteers, and how they addressed their role in
the organization and the community.

TALKING ABOUT CLIENTS
Participants described specific but confidential stories
about individuals in their population. “Storytelling”
threaded throughout each leader’s portrayal of those they
serve. Some participants shared specific stories while
others gave broad applications, but both described a clear
desire to break stigmas surrounding their population and
understand “barriers” that they face. Individual attitudes
within the population also repeated throughout the
interviews, as participants gauged their understandings
and faced challenges based on client attitudes. Participants
James Madison Undergraduate Research Journal
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also described conversations with volunteers about clients
and how such conversations depended somewhat on the
volunteer’s background knowledge of poverty, which will be
addressed in the next section.
“Storytelling.” A recurring theme involved using “real
stories” to create a realistic picture of their population. This
type of narration included both positive and negative stories
about individuals. Leslie described her time as a volunteer
before this leadership position and how “hearing their, like,
crazy stories” created some of her favorite moments while
serving and helped her to connect with individuals.
Multiple participants volunteered in some capacity before
their current position in the nonprofit field, so they had
experienced how hearing personal stories humanizes
stigmatized groups. Emily talked about the importance
of finding “real stories of the types of people who come
in,” and making these individuals relatable to the public.
Tammy explained how she doesn’t get to hear many stories
during her time managing the evening pantry, as clients
move quickly and volunteers don’t extensively interact. Still,
she said, “I don’t want people to think of the clients as
numbers; they’re people who have stories.” Interviewees said
that finding and sharing recipient stories were an important
when talking about the population they serve.

“I don’t want people to think of
the clients as numbers; they’re
people who have stories.”
Vocabulary. Participants mentioned specific words that
they use to address or describe their population. Emily
said, “A lot of what shapes how we approach people is our
vocabulary toward them.” Emily’s organization considers
their client population as “guests” and “friends,” and the
use of these depend “on how well we know somebody.” She
spoke about the “disingenuous” idea behind using only
the word “friends,” since new guests were still “strangers.”
Tammy considered vocabulary important as well, although
discrepancies appeared between her consistent use of the
word “client” and her desire to use other words:
I try to refer—I actually am never sure how I
refer to our clients. I don’t like referring to them
as “clients”; I try to refer to them as “neighbors,”
or as “households” or as “families.” . . . When I’m
speaking about a population, I like to use “our
neighbors.” I don’t know why.
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While Tammy primarily used the word “client” during our
interview, she occasionally used “neighbors” and “friends,”
particularly when describing an individual who had repeatedly
come for supplies. By making a conscious decision to use certain
vocabulary, organizations can establish an equal standing
between volunteers and those in need. As Emily described, it
avoids the idea of “superiority” within the person serving.
“Breaking stigmas.” Participants described the importance
of “breaking stigmas” that created an unfair or unjust view
of individuals within the population. Rather than telling
stories themselves, participants encouraged volunteers and
the public to interact directly with individuals served. Leslie
recognized volunteers who “wanted to feel busy and useful.
Whereas, the most useful thing that the volunteers could
do would just be to sit down with another human and
talk to them.” When participants spoke about clients, they
tended to include how speaking to them would benefit the
volunteers. During one of her first exposures to serving the
homeless population, Annalise said, “I remember thinking
like ‘this guy’s homeless, like he’s cold, like it’s cold outside,
but he’s so happy . . . I think that was my first idea of like
‘wait, these humans are capable of love and happiness and
joy if they’re given the space to experience those things.’”
Because of her surprise at the man’s attitude, Annalise
realized that she had assumed things about the homeless
population; after interacting with an individual, she aimed
to help others empathize, too.
Andy addressed certain stigmas such as drug addictions,
alcoholism, and mental health issues. Rather than speaking
to the general homeless population, he focused on those
who his organization served. “This isn’t your stereotypical
homeless population . . . there are people who’ve really just
hit a rough patch.” He described how the majority did not
struggle with drug addictions or alcoholism, but “there might
be some kind of underlying mental health issue, often is.”
While participants addressed stereotypes, they recognized
certain aspects of them were present in the population,
though not to the extent that the general public assumed.
“Barriers.” Challenges that the population faces are often
referred to as “barriers” and may be “higher barriers” than
other individuals within the population face. While stigmas
exist as a common barrier among the individuals in the
population, participants described that direct engagement can
often help clear those misunderstandings. As Andy described,
“we don’t work with the highest barrier homeless population.”
Because his organization focuses on homeless families
with dependent children, he explained “that an individual
homeless person” may have different priorities. These barriers
don’t necessarily mean that individuals are in more danger or
inferior to those with lower barriers.

Aside from priorities, clients face different barriers that
led them to need material assistance. Leslie described a
hypothetical conversation with a donor:

and attitude, getting volunteers “out of their comfort zone,”
encouraging empathy, and telling the general public how
not to view those being served.

When they actually see I give food to this food bank,
and my next door neighbor who’s elderly can’t afford
that, is that their fault? No, they’re old, they can’t work.
They’re relying on X, Y, Z, and that’s not enough.

Motivation and attitude. Participants described the
different motivations and attitudes with which individuals
come into the volunteer position. These factors may change
as volunteers work in direct contact with the population,
or it may stay the same as when they entered the position.
Motivations include “being a good person,” learning, and
“helping.” Participants had varying opinions on which
motivations were commendable and which needed more
empathy and connection. Tammy said, “I think that our
volunteers are mostly there because they want to help.” The
central idea to help others threaded throughout conversations
when talking about volunteers, although Emily described
the danger in this thinking:

Participants described multiple stories, hypothetical and
confidential which displayed what types of barriers caused
the need for assistance. Emily described a story that has
become apparent in her area about how elderly individuals
trying to find jobs after becoming sick but no one will hire
them. While those in need face barriers to receive material
assistance, their need for such stemmed from a series of
challenges in their past.
Attitudes. Individuals within the population range from
gracious to entitled and may include a trust built with
leaders in the organization. Negative or entitled attitudes
can become a barrier in itself, as it may hinder the ability
and willingness for organizations to help. Andy said that he
had worked with a range of attitudes:
Someone who’s gracious and thankful is probably
gonna be gracious and thankful when they get here.
Other people are a little more dismissive and little
bit more . . . you know, I deserve this, you owe me,
this type of attitude. And it’s a lot harder to work
with these people.
These types of attitudes may shift or they may continue to
challenge leaders as they try to serve.
Participants recognized that when individuals’ attitudes shifted
they usually became more positive. Annalise recalled an
interaction with a man who began to work in the organization
to help serve food. Since then “he’s like totally transformed.
[His partner will] get upset and you know pissed off about
things and he’ll be like ‘Hon, you gotta calm down.” She
explained that he and his partner shared a short temper and
gossiped before he began this organization’s work program,
where he became more “intentional” and “engaged” in the
community. Other participants also noticed shifts in their
population’s attitudes when they began to help the organization
as well as benefit from its services. Further, this scenario had
impact on the volunteers’ attitudes toward those they served.

TALKING ABOUT VOLUNTEERS
Participants answered questions about their experiences and
challenges when leading volunteers. Several themes repeated
through each transcript, including volunteer motivation

I think I was completely in the mindset of “I’m
gonna help people.” I was totally on that side of the
equation of “I am a good person because I do this.”
I mean it’s hard to even say it, but it establishes
in us that superiority . . . That doesn’t necessarily
mean that you think the other person is inferior,
but I certainly had that . . . in the beginning.
While volunteers may not see this idea of helping as
showing their higher status, their attitudes hint at their
understanding of the population, or lack thereof. Andy
described how his organization takes on volunteers from
the local university, many of whom set out to learn
about the social work industry and become curious about
individual cases. Leslie, however, explained that volunteers
may or may not come into the position without “a complex
understanding” of the challenges that the individual in
need faced. When asked about whether or not she has
conversations with volunteers about those challenges, she
said, “Most often than not I think really we don’t do a lot
to push people to that next level of comprehension, that’s
up to them.” Motivations to serve those in need, as well
as their attitudes, toward them vary among volunteers,
although participants saw that both affected the process.
An efficient service seemed to stem from motivation to
help while interpersonal connection strengthened with the
motivation to learn.
Getting volunteers “out of their comfort zone.” Several
participants described that one of the most challenging
aspects of their jobs included getting volunteers to speak
directly with individuals being served. Participants
explained how they used encouraging language and similar
experiences when convincing volunteers to participate in an
uncomfortable interpersonal activity. During one night at
her organization’s central location, Annalise noticed a group
James Madison Undergraduate Research Journal
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of young women from a nearby university who had come to
help serve food to the homeless. She encouraged the girls to
split off and talk to others:
[Tommy] saw one of the girls and was like, “oh,
come sit with me, like, let’s chat” or whatever, and
the one girl sat, and then all the other girls sat
with her. So I go up and I’m like, “guys, I know
this feels comfortable, but it’s super helpful if you
just like just branch out, I know it’s weird and it
can be intimidating, but even if you just start a
conversation, at least make that attempt.”
After this moment, Annalise smiled as she described two girls
having “legitimate conversation[s]” with other “community
members,” as those they serve are called. Participants
recognized multiple instances when volunteers seemed shy
or nervous about speaking directly with an individual in the
population. Additionally, Tammy mentioned that one reason
she took this position involved wanting to serve others
instead of “sitting at home not doing anything.” Leslie
addressed how volunteers needed a push to “see where the
need is—visibly with your eyes—move to suit it.” While
not all participants mentioned the idea of “comfort zones”
and getting volunteers out of them, the concept of doing
something uncomfortable or needing to step up repeated
itself.
Empathy. Participants described the challenges and
importance of encouraging volunteer empathy toward
individuals being served and the general population. One
factor involved the volunteer’s background knowledge.
Leslie said that she had recently learned more about
the aging population in the community from attending
a discussion panel, which helped her to understand the
challenges they face. She said, “Some people need that
overarching view of the panel, some people need to be
hands-on, and some people, unfortunately, have learned
from being there.” Participants described that volunteers
may gain a sense of empathy through education, experience
with those in need, from being in need themselves, or a
mix of these factors.
Participants used different methods of encouraging
empathy in their volunteers. Tammy said that she
and her service workers “try to hear well” when they
interview individuals to find out their material needs.
Leslie described how people should “expand that story” of
those they serve, even if “some issues are never going to
be translatable . . . you can always . . . empathize.” Andy
and Emily both explained that the average person wasn’t
far from being in a similar situation, and volunteers
discovering the “real stories” of these individuals is the
key way to develop empathy.
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How to think about the population. Participants
addressed the stigmas surrounding their population by using
the anti-definition of collective traits. These anti-definitions
described the population in terms of what they were not.
While they spoke about individual stories, they generally
began to describe the population by addressing the “bad
stereotypes” that rang untrue for the majority of the group.
After a minute of quiet and asking to hear the question
again, Annalise said, “I want [the general public] to not
view the people we serve as charity cases.” Another common
perception of those in material need includes bad decisionmaking and lack of will to work. Tammy addressed both of
these ideas and said, “I would like people to view them as
people who haven’t had as many opportunities . . . and as
people who have something to give to the community, too . . .
they’re not just siphoning off [the system].” Andy addressed
these misconceptions by pointing to the organization’s focus
on children and that not everyone struggles with addictions.
These misconceptions and stigmas stem from assumptions
about the mass population, and when participants spoke
to volunteers about those they serve, they consistently
addressed how not to view them.

“I would like people to view them as
people who haven’t had as many
opportunities . . . and as people who have
something to give to the community, too.”
TALKING ABOUT THEMSELVES
Along with their clientele and volunteers, participants
described their own limitations and boundaries when
dealing with their populations as well as their overall roles.
Their positions in the organization tended to change based
on the season, but weekly meetings and administration
aspects remained stable parts of their jobs.
Limitations. At one point, participants all described setting
necessary limitations, whether personal or organizational.
Personal limitations included the amount of contact with
clients, which affected emotional and relational boundaries
they set for themselves. Organizational limitations included
what services the organization was able to provide and did
not provide. Some participants addressed these service
limits by referring individuals to other organizations, but
they recognized their personal limits and adapted to them
as they gained experience in the field.
Personal limits on individual monetary aid, emotional
investment, and personal contact with population seemed
apparent in this service industry. Annalise described her

warning to volunteers: “If people come up to you and ask
for money, it’s up to your own discretion, but we suggest
not doing it, ‘cause a lot of people take advantage of not
knowing them or not knowing their circumstances.” Other
limitations included the concept of leaving their work at
their office and “learning how to desensitize to a certain
extent.” Andy also talked about the emotional toll that some
cases had on him. As he spoke, he paused for a moment:
“There are definitely times when I come home, and I think
about some things I’ve seen during the day. But, you know,
that’s just kind of what you have to deal with when you
work here.” Participants explained the importance of setting
personal boundaries between themselves, those they serve,
and even volunteers.
As for organizational limitations, leaders mentioned the
ability to refer individuals to other programs. Andy described
working with partner agencies to best serve an individual
in need. As Annalise said, “It’s just finding what our limits
are and once we channel what we can do, we can figure
out how to be the best at that and not exhaust ourselves
trying to do these other things.” After establishing their
limits, participants described that they had more focused
and effective programs.
Role as a nonprofit leader. Participants described various
roles in their organization and in their community, varying
from coordinating volunteers to working with partner
agencies to promoting advocacy projects. They also talked
about what their roles didn’t entail.
Several participants defined their role through their actions.
Tammy defined her position in relation to her previous role
in the organization: “I just started volunteering regularly
. . . it became more of a regular thing and then eventually
led to more of a supervisory role.” Tammy later mentioned
that she enjoyed interviewing her clients but hadn’t done so
often. The majority of her job entailed managing operations
and being present during the hours of pantry service. She
described how the director position made her consider “how
did they get into this situation and how do we ever get them
out of this situation?” She clearly recognized her role as an
advocate for those in need.
In contrast to Tammy’s Director position, one participant
worked as the Social Media and Design Coordinator. “A
lot of my job is storytelling,” Annalise explained, “Through
pictures and blog posts and Instagram pictures . . . trying
to find different ways to emphasize what we do and make
it make sense for people.” As she described her job role,
she focused on the advocacy portion while explaining how
she uses social media and graphic design to accomplish
her goal.

At least one participant talked about what her position
didn’t entail. When considering how volunteers understand
poverty and injustice, she said that they needed to take
initiative to learn themselves, stating, “Sorry, but I’m not
a teacher.” Instead, she described her role in connecting
volunteers to programs that may inform them or create a
hands-on experience to learn. These participants understood
their roles to help run engaging programs, to advocate
locally, and to address both volunteers and clients as fellow
community members.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The first research question explored how NPO leaders talked
about their recipients. Participants used different vocabulary
to describe their population, such as consciously choosing
the term “community member” or the more technical
“resident.” They tended to talk about the population and
individuals in distinct terms, as if wanting to reiterate the
uniqueness of each case. Depending on the audience they
addressed, participants talked about the recipients and the
importance of direct contact with those in need.

[Participants] tended to talk about
the population and individuals in
distinct terms, as if wanting to reiterate
the uniqueness of each case.
As for the second research question, participants sought to
present the needs of their populations primarily through
direct conversations. The three categories addressed in
the Interpretations and Findings section involved ways
that participants presented these needs. Participants were
conscious of the individual cases rather than the general
population when they talked about clients. Through the
talking about volunteers, they described how volunteers came
into the position with different understandings. Participants
explained the needs of the population based on the volunteer’s
previous understanding. Finally, participants sought to present
the needs of their population to the general public through
partnering with other agencies, creating affecting resource
distribution, and “storytelling.” This act of storytelling and
sharing relatable experiences may have improved services as
opposed to furthering stereotypes and fueling misconceptions
about a population (Tracy & Scott, 2006).
The third research question asked how NPO leaders
talked about the stigmas that followed populations in
material need. Participants agreed that a part of their
role was to encourage the general population to volunteer
James Madison Undergraduate Research Journal
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and experience direct contact, hold conversations, and
hear “real stories” behind the stigmatized individual. As
Tammy described, engaging with the populations “puts a
face” to those in need.
Nonprofit leaders in this study faced challenges with
their populations, volunteers, and defining their role
in the organization. While populations were inherently
unique because of the individual characters within them,
participants recognized that the public grouped these
individuals under unfair stereotypes and sought to
address those misconceptions through experience and
direct contact. Participants acknowledged the need for
their organization to integrate into the community so that
the population served felt engaged in the mission as well
as the overall community; doing so would indicate that
the program would have long-term effectiveness (Burt,
Resnick, & Novick, 1998). Organizations that provide
material resources function differently based on how
volunteers interact with recipients; the structure may center
on building interpersonal connections or it may focus on
handing out needed supplies. This would be an interesting
direction to study in the nonprofit sector: how clients see
the quality of interpersonal-centered service organizations
and how they see the quality of organizations focused on
handing out supplies efficiently.

Talking mindfully about underprivileged
populations raises the quality of
service and affects how the public
views those in material need.
Limitations of this study included the limited regions
investigated, leader demographics, and the number of
interviews conducted. The organizations resided in a southern
region of the United States, so the theoretical implications did
not reach saturation due to the lack of diverse communities.
Additionally, the study omitted demographic information,
but questions of gender roles in the nonprofit sector lead to
curiosity on how different genders portray clientele. While
the five interviews produced similar content and repeating
themes, investigating food pantries and shelter service NPOs
with more diverse populations may produce different themes.
Several of the participants mentioned interactions with
college-student volunteers; they were located in a college
town in the south. This might suggest another future
direction to take this research: how do nonprofit leaders
engage volunteers specifically in college towns? Nonprofit
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leaders hold influence over their organization and those
they serve. Future studies surrounding this sector would
benefit from focusing on how to use such power dynamics
for the benefit of the individuals in need, the community,
and those working beside them.
The nonprofit sector continues to contribute to the
national and global economic and social working industries
(Grobman, 2015). Talking mindfully about underprivileged
populations raises the quality of service and affects how the
public views those in material need. This study supports
the idea that vocabulary has the power to change the
direction of the entire organization and affect communities.
Participants portrayed the importance of respectful language
when helping others, which can help future social workers,
nonprofit leaders, and volunteers break stigmas and validate
a marginalized human experience.
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APPENDIX: INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
• How did you get started with this organization?
• What kinds of goods and services does your organization provide?
• Can you describe a typical day in the life of your job?
Types of projects?
Types of people you work with?
Can you describe a non-typical day when your organization has special events?
• How do leaders figure out the needs of those you serve?
• Can you tell me about how your organization engages volunteers?
What kinds of conversations do you have with volunteers about their task?
What kinds of conversations do you have with volunteers about the people they’re serving?
• Describe a memorable experience you’ve had with someone you’ve served.
• Have you worked with other nonprofit organizations in the past?
What kinds of organizations/fields did you work/volunteer in?
• Your organization has a mission to serve this particular way. Where did your passion for this originate?
• How do you address the stigmas related to the population you serve?
How has this position influenced your perception of this population?
		 In the future, how would you like the general public to view those you serve?
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DOROTHEA LANGE
Capturing the Reality of the
Great Depression and the New Deal Era
Laura VanDemark

ABSTRACT
Dorothea Lange created some of America’s most enduring and influential images as she documented the
reality of the Great Depression in the 1930s and early 40s for the Farm Security Administration. Featured in
government publications, printed on postage stamps, and used by social activists, Lange’s photographs helped
define the era and the emerging field of photojournalism. This paper examines Lange’s motives and process as
she tried to capture her subjects’ most intimate moments without exploiting their lives. It draws on Lange’s field
notebooks and interviews and surveys the existing body of scholarship to assess how Lange’s life impacted her
work and how her work impacted both documentary photography and America’s historical memory.
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Everyone views history through a different lens, but
Dorothea Lange created history through her camera lens.
One of the most prominent and influential photographers
for the Farm Security Administration (FSA), Lange captured
the struggles of migrant farmers and others during the
Great Depression and New Deal era. Lange photographed
Americans in their homes and on their farms to show
how the environmental conditions of extreme drought, a
severe economic depression, and lack of government support
caused unacceptable living conditions. The FSA used her
photographs to lobby for more funding for resettlement
camps and for aid to migrant farmers. Dorothea Lange’s
groundbreaking approach to documentary photography
allowed the reality of the American people’s struggles during
the Great Depression and New Deal era to touch viewers on
a national scale.1
Born Dorothea Nutzhorn in Hoboken, New Jersey, in
1895, Lange explored the streets of New York City as a
child and observed the great divide between the poor
people on the street and the wealthy individuals in the arts
and entertainment industry. Two formative events in her
childhood include her contraction of polio in 1902 and the
separation of her parents, which resulted in her permanently
cutting ties with her father. These events left her with both
physical and emotional wounds. She suffered a permanent
1 For a general overview of the conditions during the Great
Depression and the impact of the New Deal, see David Kennedy,
Freedom from Fear (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999); David F.
Burg, The Great Depression (New York: Facts on File, 2005); Basil Rauch,
History of the New Deal, 1933-1938 (New York: New York Creative Press,
Inc., 1944); Donald Worster, DustBowl: The Southern Plains in the 1930s
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1982); John Arthur Garraty, The
Great Depression: An Inquiry into the Causes, Course, and Consequences of the
Worldwide Depression as Seen by Contemporaries and in the Light of History (New
York: Anchor and Double Day, 1987). One book that explains how the
New Deal helped farmers is Theodore Saloutos, The American Farmer
and the New Deal (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1982). Two books
to understand how photography was used to capture the conditions of
the Dust Bowl and results of the New Deal are Carl Fleischhauer and
Beverly W. Brannan, Documenting America, 1935-43 (Berkeley: University
of California Press and Library of Congress, 1988) and William Stott,
Documentary Expression and Thirties America (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1986). For books specifically addressing the FSA and Dorothea
Lange’s involvement, read Gilles Mora and Beverly W. Brannan, FSA: The
American Vision (New York: Harry N. Abrams Inc., 2006); Linda Gordon,
“Dorothea Lange: The Photographer as Agricultural Sociologist,” The
Journal of American History 93, no. 3 (December 2006): 698-727. See
chapter 9 for more detail on the FSA and the dilemmas of art in John
Raeburn, In a Staggering Revolution: A Cultural History of Thirties Photography
(Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2006). Melissa A. McEuen, Seeing
America: Women Photographers Between the Wars (Lexington: University Press
of Kentucky, 2000), especially chapter 2, examines Lange’s approach
to portrait photography. Important primary sources include Dorothea
Lange and Anne Whiston Spirn, Daring to Look (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2008) which includes notes from Lange’s field notebooks;
and Dorothea Lange, Dorothea Lange: The Critical Years (Madrid, Spain: La
Fabrica Editorial, 2009) provides a collection of images; Dorothea Lange
and Linda Gordon, Aperture Masters of Photography: Dorothea Lange (New
York: Aperture, 2014). For an interview with Lange see Dorothea Lange,
interview by Richard K. Doud, May 22, 1964, Archives of American
Art, Smithsonian Institution, accessed September 25, 2016, https://
www.aaa.si.edu/collections/interviews/oral-history-interview-dorothealange-11757#overview.
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limp from polio and faced later health problems due to the
disease: Lange’s only self-portrait depicted her twisted foot,
a result of the polio that challenged her as a photographer.2

This self-portrait is untitled, but Lange used it as part of a photography
class she taught in 1957 to demonstrate creative self-portraits that
represented a person’s struggles.

From 1914–1917, Lange attended the New York Training
School for Teachers, and, in 1915, decided she wanted to be
a photographer. Rather than attend college, Lange obtained
a job at the studio of Arnold Genthe, a famous portrait
photographer who gave her a camera to develop her own skills.
From 1917–1918, Lange studied pictorialism at the Clarence
White School of Photography in New York City and went on
to photograph modern dancers in California. Pictorialism,
defined as “an approach to photography that emphasizes
beauty of subject matter, tonality, and composition rather than
the documentation of reality,”3 is a stark contrast to Lange’s
later work as a documentary photographer emphasizing
reality. In 1918, she moved to San Francisco, acquired a job
at a photographic studio, and eventually found an investor to
help her set up her own studio.4
Her studio supported her and her husband Maynard Dixon,
a famous painter, and their three children for 15 years as she
photographed wealthy Bay Area arts patrons. During these years,
she abandoned the more formal pictorialist style and developed
a more modern approach to portrait photography, making her
subjects more relaxed with natural poses and no props.5
Lange’s solo photography career began in San Francisco,
where she set up a modest portrait studio. During this time,
2 Linda Gordon, Dorothea Lange: A Life Beyond Limits (New York: W.
W. Norton & Company Inc., 2009), 2-6.
3 “Pictorialism,” Encyclopedia Britannica, last modified December 16,
2010, accessed November 12, 2016, https://www.britannica.com/topic/
Pictorialism.
4 Charles Hagen, American Photographers of the Great Depression, (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1985), 1; Mora and Brannan, 9, 14.
5 Hagen, Biography Section; Mora and Brannan, 13; “Pictorialism.”

she decided that a career in photography was suitable to
provide for her family. With two young children, she defied
the social norms for women at the time and was determined
to be independent and earn money. Lange built a small
but successful portrait business and worked hard to keep
her studio in a relatively expensive part of San Francisco
while still learning the business as a photographer. Lange’s
involvement with government initiatives happened by
chance when Paul Schuster Taylor, an economics professor
at the University of California at Berkeley with a specialty
in farm labor conditions in the United States, came to one
of Lange’s gallery openings and left amazed by her work. He
offered her a job as a photographer for the California State
Emergency Relief Administration, which began her career
as a documentary photographer. Lange divorced Dixon and
spent the rest of her life with Taylor, who provided her the
economic freedom to leave her studio and take government
jobs alongside freelance work. Aside from Taylor’s influence,
Lange’s switch to documentary photography was caused by
two major factors: photographing paying patrons left her
bored, and the Great Depression allowed photographers to
visually document the economic downturn and its impact on
the American people. 6
The stock market crash of 1929, often seen as the start of the
Great Depression, was a key cause of the economic collapse,
but it is also important to look at the situation before the
Great Depression. The increasing number of women working
outside the home challenged social gender norms, and social
tensions rose as the Ku Klux Klan returned to national
attention. Additionally, Prohibition and widespread labor
struggles for better wages and hours caused major economic
changes in the 1920s. The post-World War I decline in
production hit farmers the hardest as government-imposed
wartime price controls on crops were removed and European
farms were again able to produce their own food supply.
The wide gap between rich and poor, increased industrial
production, and rising personal debt were unsustainable
and ultimately led to the stock market crash on October
29, 1929.
President Herbert Hoover did not believe that the Great
Depression would last. A proponent of trickle-down
economics, he also did not see it as the responsibility of the
government to provide financial help to populations hit
hardest by the collapse, often farmers and sharecroppers.
In the 1920s and 1930s, one quarter of the US population
lived on farms and faced issues such as overproduction,
low prices for crops, and high taxes. Increased crop
production for World War I along with improper
cultivation and planting methods resulted in the Dust
Bowl, a term used to describe the severe drought in the
6 Dorothea Lange, interview by Richard Doud.

1930s. The drought and dust storms affected much of the
Great Plains and some major cities. While the impact was
widespread, no group was hit harder than farmers. These
conditions led to the need for government programs to
help farmers move to more prosperous lands not affected
by drought, as well as to learn how to farm sustainably
in order to prevent depleting the land of nutrients. 7
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s New Deal focused
on farmers in order to provide support and stabilize the
US food supply. 8

A Young Farmer, Resettled on the Bosque Farms in New Mexico, Valencia County,
New Mexico. 1935.

Lange’s desire to capture this social unrest led to her first
photographic publication in Survey Graphic, a social welfare
periodical. In September 1936, Survey Graphic published
an article written by Taylor, accompanied by Lange’s
photographs in an effort to draw awareness to conditions of
migrant farmers. The article and photographs titled “From
the Ground Up” outlined the efforts of the Resettlement
Agency and argued for three US government actions that
could solve the problem: constructing camps for migrant
workers, resettling farmers to cooperative farms, and
radically reforming land practices. The photographs ranged
from intimate portraits, such as the famous Migrant Mother,
to A Young Farmer, Resettled on the Bosque Farms in New Mexico
and showed scenes of farmers posing with their equipment
in dry, barren fields.
7 Garraty, 110-112.
8 “The Great Depression: Surviving the Dust Bowl,” PBS, last
modified 2013, accessed October 3, 2016, http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/
americanexperience/features/general-article/dustbowl-great-depression/;
the New Deal sought to improve the poor living conditions of American
citizens through public works programs, often referred to as the
“Alphabet Soup,” which dramatically increased the role of the United
States government in the everyday lives of Americans.
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The six images in Lange’s Survey Graphic photo essay,
accompanied by descriptive captions that included identity,
occupation, age, and ethnicity of the subjects, sought to illustrate
the ideas that Taylor discussed in the article. They both
worked to put faces to the statistics of government programs
in New Mexico and California. Another photograph, The
Demonstration Gardens of the El Monte Subsistence Homesteads in
California, captured an effort to encourage sustainable farming
practices. In the time immediately following the Great
Depression, images demonstrating government efforts to
improve farming conditions were a key strategy used to regain
the trust of the people.9

The Demonstration Gardens of the El Monte Subsistence Homesteads in California,
El Monte, California. 1935.

One such effort President Roosevelt implemented to
counteract the Great Depression was the Resettlement
Administration, which would eventually become the
FSA as part of the New Deal enacted shortly after his
inauguration in 1933. The Resettlement Administration
sought to resolve tenant farming and sharecropping issues
which often left the land unable to support crops. Because
farmers did not own the land and were paid based on
how much they produced in the short term, unsustainable
farming methods were used. As a solution, government
programs encouraged farmers to buy their own land, with
the support of the government, in hopes that they would
treat their land better. Programs under the Resettlement
Administration included low-interest loans to help farmers
buy land, soil conservation, and resettlement projects with
communal farms and camps for migrant workers. The
Resettlement Administration later shifted its focus and
was adapted to become the FSA. It helped farmers create
sustainable farming plans, demonstrated correct usage of
agricultural equipment, and promoted co-ops with other
farmers to share supplies, livestock, and machinery.10
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9 Cara A. Finnegan, “Social Engineering, Visual Politics, and the
New Deal: FSA Photography in Survey Graphic,” Rhetoric and Public
Affairs 3, no. 3 (January 2000): 348.
10 “Great Depression and World War II 1929-1945: President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt and the New Deal 1933-1945,” Library
of Congress, accessed October 1, 2016, http://www.loc.gov/teachers/
classroommaterials/presentationsandactivities/presentations/timeline/
depwwii/ne wdeal/.; Hagen, 2.

As part of the Resettlement Administration, the Historical
Section oversaw documentary photography starting in 1935.
It moved under the FSA after its creation in 1937. The
Historical Section intended to use photography “not just to
record facts, but to make a difference.” FSA staffer Edwin
Rosskam explained that “Every one of us had been hired
not just for talents he possessed, but for his commitment,
his compassionate view of the hard life so many people were
struggling against.” Roy Stryker, the director of the Historical
Section, hired photographers with varying backgrounds
and training in order to draw on all photography styles to
represent the conditions of the time. Given little instruction
from the government, Stryker decided on a before and
after strategy where photographers would be sent to FSA
worksites in order to visually represent the impact of the
public works projects.
For Dorothea Lange, Survey Graphic provided an important
opportunity for name recognition as a new documentary
photographer, but the magazine was also the beginning of
government usage of photography to document, promote, and
improve public works projects organized by the Resettlement
Administration and, eventually, the FSA. The photo essay
set standards for future government publications as it did not
solely document the social issues of the time; it also illustrated
the ability of government programs to improve farming
conditions. Taylor’s Survey Graphic article caught the eye of Roy
Stryker and directly resulted in Lange’s employment with the
FSA. Lange worked at the FSA consistently from 1935–1937
and sporadically from 1937–1942.11
Lange’s photography process fit well with Roy Stryker and
the goals of FSA photographers. The FSA photographers
aimed to “annex the emergent prestige and authority of
professional photojournalism to the already established
‘scientific’ reliability of experts in social science”12 in order
to counter the view of photography as an art that could be
easily manipulated. To gain federal funding, Stryker knew
that he could not focus on the artistic aspect of photography
but rather on its ability to provide visual evidence. These
images served as proof in a federal investigation of the New
Deal programs, which imposed special procedures for the
photographers to follow in order to ensure they were objective
evidence. FSA photographers never recorded names in order
to protect the identity of the subjects and were not allowed
to send the subjects a copy of the image. The photographers
had no control over when, where, or how often a photograph
was published because it was legally federal property and
could be used as government officials wished.13
11 Gordon, Aperture: Masters of Photography, introduction; Hagen,
biography section.
12 Dorothea Lange, interview by Suzanne B. Riess, Regional Oral
History Office, University of California Bancroft Library, 1968, http://
bancroft.berkeley.edu/ROHO/narrators/lange_dorothea.html; Dorothea
Lange, interview by Richard Doud.
13 Gordon, Life Beyond Limits, 240, 242.

At times, Roy Stryker censored Lange’s captions to make
them politically correct or shortened them for publishing
reasons. The caption “Old Negro—the kind planters like. He
hoes, picks cotton, and is full of good humor” was published
only after removing “the kind planters like” to avoid the
heated tensions between whites and African Americans.
Lange resented the fact that many of her captions were
changed; however, because she worked for the government,
they were property of the FSA to publish and distribute as
they saw fit. Lange and Stryker often argued over the FSA’s
use and portrayal of her images, but, in the end, Stryker
had the final say. Still, Stryker maintained the integrity
of most of Lange’s images and worked to make sure they
told the full story, which was the purpose of the Historical
Section. The Historical Section wished to tell stories of
conditions through photographs, and that was exactly what
Lange accomplished.14
Lange’s work for the FSA included the majority of her
most well-known photographs. These photographs provide
a valuable historical record of conditions at the time, but
also a demonstration of the incredible advancement of the
field of documentary photography. In order to understand
Lange’s work, it is important to have a sense of her process
and motives when she went on an assignment for the FSA.

truly represent the time, place, and people as she spent
weeks rewriting her field notes and captions to represent the
images just right. Lange believed “a photographer should
be, above all, a promoter of consequences,”17 and she used
her captions to document what the photograph showed
and its importance. Her desire to have her photographs
demonstrate consequences was central to the function of the
Historical Section of the FSA as they worked to document
the consequences of poor farming habits and unfortunate
environmental conditions.18
Lange’s most popular image of San Francisco during
the Great Depression, titled White Angel Breadline, was
taken in 1933. In regards to this image, Lange stated, “I
can only say I knew I was looking at something” when
seeing the despair.19 She did not immediately know that
this photograph would become an iconic image of the
efforts, such as breadlines to relieve famine, to counteract
the conditions of the Great Depression. However, Lange
believed that this picture “did not take anything away from
anyone: their privacy, their dignity, or their wholeness.”20
Her focus on maintaining the man’s privacy, dignity,
and wholeness can be seen throughout her career as a
documentary photographer as she worked to represent their
lives authentically.

Documenting life in the world outside her studio allowed
Lange to capture people in their world, not hers. In order to
capture conditions appropriately, Lange spent time shadowing
agricultural researchers to understand some of the policies
of the Resettlement Agency and eventually the work of the
FSA. This type of photography defied her classical portrait
training and the photography norms of the time. Most
historians believe “photojournalism” emerged out of the
work of FSA photographers during the Great Depression.
In her journals, Lange explained that this new form of
photography posed its own difficulties as “there was no such
thing as photojournalism.”15
For historians, Lange’s field journals alongside her
photographs provide rich primary sources when studying
her work, but they also provide important information about
how Lange conducted herself as a professional photographer.
Lange placed great importance on maintaining detailed field
journals, as she believed “the words that come direct from the
people are the greatest. They are the words I wrote down in
my notebook twenty-five years ago with great excitement.”16
Lange’s incredible attention to detail made her photographs
14 Dorothea Lange quoted in Elizabeth Partridge, Dorothea Lange:
Grab a Hunk of Lightning (San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 2013), 24.;
Linda Gordon, interview by Steve Inskeep, NPR, April 28, 2010, http://
www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=126289455.
15 Partridge, 52.; Dorothea Lange, interview by Richard Doud.
16 Dorothea Lange quoted in Partridge, 62; Partridge, 24; Gordon,
Life Beyond Limits, 256.

White Angel Breadline, San Francisco, California. 1933.
17 Dorothea Lange quoted in Partridge, 62; Partridge, 24; Gordon,
Life Beyond Limits, 256.
18 Dorothea Lange quoted in Partridge, 62; Partridge, 24; Gordon,
Life Beyond Limits, 256.
19 Hagen, 1; Mora and Brannan, 9, 14.
20 Dorothea Lange, interview by Suzanne B. Riess; Dorothea
Lange, interview by Richard Doud.
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While many of her famous photographs, Man Beside Wheelbarrow included, are considered portraits, the setting plays
an important role in conveying the story of the subject.
Lange’s ability to capture a person’s essence in a still image
was one of the reasons her work had such an impact on
those who viewed them. She explained, “five years earlier
I would have thought it enough to take a picture of a man,
no more. But now I wanted to take a picture of a man as he
stood in the world.”21

Mending Stockings, San Francisco, California. 1934.

Man Beside Wheelbarrow, San Francisco, California. 1934

Lange also captured the struggles of women in photographs
like Mending Stocking. This photograph is incredibly intimate
despite the fact that only the woman’s legs and feet
appear. The need to save money by making do with what
one already had is exemplified in this seemingly simple
composition. The mended runs in the stockings symbolize
the role of women in trying to keep families from falling
apart at a time when providing for a family continued to
be increasingly challenging. Lange understood the struggles
of these women, as she also had to make difficult decisions
regarding her family and her career.22
Lange’s strong desire to tell the story of the people she
photographed set her apart from other photographers. She
believed her subjects’ stories could be told only by talking
to them and hearing their stories firsthand. As Lange
21 Partridge, 52.
22 “The Great Depression: Creating Narrative through Photography,” PBS LearningMedia, last modified 2016, accessed November 21,
2016, http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/lang14.soc.ushist.docphot/documenting-the-great-depressioncreating-narrative-through-photography/
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expanded her documentary photography coverage, she noted
that the people in the city were unwilling to talk, but those
in migrant camps were much more willing to share their
lives with Lange. She explained, “The people in the city
were silent people . . . but in the migrant camps, there were
always talkers. It gives us a chance to meet on common
ground—something a good photographer like myself must
find if he’s going to do good work.”23 Much of Lange’s
later work, especially assignments for the FSA, focused on
revealing conditions in the migrant camps.
Lange’s work for the FSA was centered in California, where
she photographed migrant farmer communities. Much of
the FSA legislation worked to help migrant farmers find
prosperous land where they could practice more sustainable
farming techniques in order to avoid having to move again.
One of Lange’s earliest assignments took her to Sacramento,
California, where she photographed a migrant’s daughter
whose family had relocated from Tennessee to the American
River Camp in California. While the focus of the photograph
is on the young woman’s face, the background provides
context for her expression as the camps provided migrants
with the bare minimum.24
23 Dorothea Lange, interview by Suzanne B. Riess; Dorothea Lange,
interview by Richard Doud.
24 Mora and Brannan, 29.

Many families experienced similar necessary relocations
which Lange captured in Family Walking on Highway, Five
Children . . .25 The family pictured started in Idabel,
Oklahoma, and walked to Krebs, Oklahoma, because the
father became sick with pneumonia and lost his farm.
Lange labeled the picture, “Unable to get work on Work
Projects Administration and refused county relief in county
of fifteen years residence because of temporary residence
in another county after his illness.” The father had few
other options but to move his family in hopes of better luck
somewhere else. Lange’s composition of this image, and the
depth of field allowing viewers to see the family walking
in a line, draws attention to how far they have walked, as
the straight road appears endless. Additionally, by capturing
the whole family in the frame, Lange highlighted their few
possessions and forced relocation in hopes of finding food
and jobs.26

Daughter of Migrant Tennessee Coal Miner Living in American River Camp,
Sacramento, California. 1936.

Similar to migrant farmers, sharecroppers were hit
particularly hard and faced issues due to conditions that did
not provide sustainable crop yields to support their families.
Lange captured the hardships in her series of photographs
taken in Person County, North Carolina, in July, 1935. In
her incredibly detailed field notes, Lange provided an entire
typed page of photograph characteristics that described the
environmental state of the land as well as the sharecroppers’
account of how the owner treated him and his family.27

Family Walking on Highway, Five Children..., Pittsburg County, Oklahoma. 1938.

Daughter of Migrant Tennessee Coal Miner Living in American River
Camp and Family Walking on Highway, Five Children illustrated the
need for FSA programs. The migrant daughter in the photo
lived in a camp of people that needed to be relocated and the
family with five children needed a place to farm and were not
able to take advantage of the public works projects of the New
Deal. These images supported FSA programs to help migrant
workers and served as visual evidence that even with work
projects, funding for the FSA needed to continue. They also
provided important contrast to the conditions in the cities
during the Great Depression and illustrated the need for
differing government response as needs greatly varied.
25 Lange’s full title was “Family walking on highway, five children
Started from Idabel, Oklahoma. Bound for Krebs, Oklahoma. Pittsburg
County, Oklahoma. In 1936 the father farmed on thirds and fourths at
Eagleton, McCurtain County, Oklahoma. Was taken sick with pneumonia
and lost farm. Unable to get work on Work Projects Administration
and refused county relief in county of fifteen years residence because of
temporary residence in another county after his illness.”
26 Mora and Brannan, 27.

Tobacco Barns on the Stone Place, Person County, North Carolina. 1939.

Lange’s field notes demonstrate her commitment to
authentically representing the lives of those she photographed.
The sharecroppers pictured in this series told Lange their
stories, and she included direct quotes and specific information
about the farming methods in her notes. These details were
not only important to the context of the photograph but
also served as records for the FSA as the sharecroppers
explained the changes put in place by government work
to prevent erosion. Lange noted that erosion remained an
27 Lange and Spirn, 114-17; see Appendix.
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issue that can be seen in her photographs of the fields.
The sharecroppers stated that they were allowed to plant
all that they wanted, one of the main reasons for infertile
land, as nutrients did not have time to return to the soil
when the fields were in constant use. FSA initiatives, such
as encouraging crop rotation and education about erosion
prevention, targeted sharecroppers.
Lange also discussed the sharecroppers’ living conditions.
She noted that many had a 20-minute walk to get water and
no “privy” (outhouse) anywhere nearby. To accompany the
photograph of the sharecropper’s house, she described the
“lean-to with kitchen stove pipe, stuffed through side of wall
and capped off with tobacco flue to keep smoke from blowing
back into the house.”28

identity of the woman, but it was later discovered that she
was Florence Owens Thompson, a 32-year-old woman doing
everything possible to feed her children. 30
In an interview for Popular Photography, Lange recalled her
experience with Florence Owens Thompson. Lange “saw and
approached the hungry and desperate mother, as if drawn
by a magnet. . . . There she sat in that lean-to tent with her
children huddled around her, and seemed to know that my
pictures might help her, and so she helped me. There was
a sort of equality about it.” Other images in the collection
show the lean-to tent and are captioned with details about her
search for food and the necessity of selling items such as the
tires on the car to make money for food. Lange also reported
that once she had photographed the family, she left the camp
because she had captured “the essence of her assignment.”31
Migrant Mother, printed in various government publications,
pictured on US postage stamps, and used by social activist
groups, is often the single image Americans associate with
the Great Depression. The popularity of the image is most
commonly attributed to Lange’s focus on how it appears from
an artistic perspective as well as the emotion it portrays and
the raw anxiety seen on Thompson’s face. Her expression
represents the fears of many Americans during the Great
Depression. Migrant Mother’s popularity frustrated Lange,
as she had no control over its use. In an interview with
San Francisco radio station KQED, Lange expressed her
frustrations that “Migrant Mother no longer belongs to me.
It’s all over! Why is that? I would like to put up a fine print
of it, and along with it, one or two others that were made
about the same time of the same subject: this is what it came
out of.”32 As with some of her other images, Lange believed
that the FSA’s use of Migrant Mother decontextualized
the situation and did not accurately represent the living
conditions of Florence Owens Thompson. 33

Destitute Peapickers in California; a 32 Year Old Mother with Seven Children,
Nipomo, California. 1936. Often referred to as Migrant Mother.

While Lange’s work photographing migrant farmers and
sharecroppers provided important documentation for the
FSA, no image captured the attention of America quite
like Migrant Mother.29 This iconic image is often viewed as a
symbol of the suffering of residents in the West during the
Great Depression. Despite its continued popularity, most do
not know this image belongs to a series of photos Lange
took in early 1936. At the time, Lange did not know the
28 See Appendix A; Lange and Spirn, 114-117; Lange, “General
Caption no. 19.”
29 Lange’s original full title for the image was “Destitute Pea
Pickers in California; a 32 year old mother with seven children.
February 1936.”
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Scholar Linda Gordon believes that “[Lange] was exquisitely
sensitive to embodied emotion, but she also probably felt the
complexity of Thompson’s anxiety because it was hers, as
well.”34 Lange knew what it was like to make sacrifices for
her children, as her work often kept her away from home for
30 “Exploring Contexts: Migrant Mother,” Library of Congress:
American Memory, Prints and Photographs Division, accessed October
10, 2016, https://memory.loc.gov/ammem/awhhtml/awpnp6/migrant_
mother.html; Lange did not know the name of her subject because it was
FSA policy to not take names in order to protect identity.
31 Dorothea Lange quoted in “Exploring Contexts: Migrant
Mother.”
32 Dorothea Lange, interview by Suzanne B. Riess; Dorothea Lange,
interview by Richard Doud.
33 Dorothea Lange quoted in Partridge, 83. Historians have
since criticized Lange for how she depicted Thompson, as well as for
obscuring Thompson’s identity as a Native American. These issues were
not apparent to Lange, and she believed she was photographing a white,
migrant mother.
34 Dorothea Lange, interview by Suzanne B. Riess; Dorothea Lange,
interview by Richard Doud.

weeks at a time. This image remains famous because Lange’s
photograph represents the struggle of a population much
larger than just the “migrant mother.”35
Lange believed that the success and impact of her images were
not a result of her talent but rather the power of a camera.
As Lange observed, “The camera is a great teacher, and the
more people who use it the more aware they become of the
possibilities of the visual world. You look into everything, not
only what it looks like but what it feels like. On that sort of
attention great photographers will be made, and the best of
the photographers have it once in a while.”36
Lange’s focus on the visual aesthetics of an image and
the feeling the scene creates in viewers made her a truly
groundbreaking documentary photographer. Her work set
the tone for future documentary photographers, as she
valued not just the message an image portrayed but how the
people in her photograph were represented. She did not look
to exploit the situations her subjects were in to demonstrate
the conditions in a more dramatic manner. Coupled with
her detailed field notes documenting conditions, Lange’s
unique ability to capture human beings’ essence in still
photographs convey the hardships of the Great Depression
and New Deal era.

35 Gordon, Life Beyond Limits, 239.
36 Dorothea Lange, interview by Suzanne B. Riess; Dorothea
Lange, interview by Richard Doud.
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HEMATOLOGICAL CHANGES IN
RESPONSE TO A DRASTIC
INCREASE IN TRAINING VOLUME
IN RECREATIONAL CYCLISTS
Jessie Axsom

ABSTRACT
Changes in blood volume contribute to improvement in oxygen utilization (VO2max) with chronic endurance
exercise training. Although hematological changes resulting from long-term endurance training have been well
documented, it has not been well established whether an increased volume of endurance training preferentially
affects plasma volume or red blood cell volume. To answer this question, I studied seven female and four male
recreational cyclists before and after exposure to drastic increases (632%) in training volume. Following the
10-week training period, the mean hematocrit (Hct) of the 11 subjects who completed the study significantly
(p<0.05) increased from 42.9% to 48.45%. Mean hemoglobin (Hb) also increased significantly (p<0.05) from
14.6g/dL to 16.4 g/dL. The changes in Hct and Hb were not significantly (p>0.05) correlated with the change in
self-reported weekly mileage (R = 0.13 and 0.16, respectively). Based on these findings, it appears that red blood
cell volume expansion is a more significant contributor to improvement in VO2max.
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Endurance exercise training has been shown to have many
physiological effects on the human body. When an individual
completes a large volume of aerobic exercise, changes could
include metabolic, endocrine, cardiovascular, neurological, and
hematological adaptations. These adaptations are important
to study as they have many implications for an individual’s
health span, or the amount of one's life spent in good health
and at full function. Endurance exercise can help prevent
diseases such as type 2 diabetes or cardiovascular disease, thus
improving an individual’s health span.
One of the best ways to measure if individuals have made
improvements in their aerobic fitness after completing
endurance exercise training is to measure the maximum
volume of oxygen they can use. This measure, “VO2max,"
is measured in milliliters per kilogram of body weight per
minute. VO2max helps show the ability of an individual to
transport oxygen to working muscles during exercise. One
factor that contributes to VO2max is the volume of blood
that helps deliver oxygen to these muscles. Blood can be
divided into two general components: plasma and hematocrit
(Hct). Plasma is mostly water-based liquid that blood cells
and proteins are suspended in, and hematocrit is the ratio
of erythrocytes (red blood cells) in relation to total blood
volume. Hemoglobin (Hb) is the count of red blood cells in
a given volume of blood.
Several previous studies have shown changes in blood volume
contribute to improvements in VO2max with extended
endurance exercise training. This has been illustrated by the
fact that endurance-trained athletes have higher blood volumes
and VO2max values than sedentary controls. Krip, Gledhill,
Jamnik, and Warburton (1997) found that when comparing
six trained male cyclists to six untrained males of similar age,
the trained males had, on average, 16% greater total blood
volume and a 54.4% higher VO2max. When these untrained
subjects were given a 500mL blood volume expansion using
6% Dextran 70 (Marcodex), VO2max increased by 12.7%
(Krip et al., 1997). Additionally, when the trained subjects
underwent a 500mL reduction in blood volume, there was a
significant decrease in VO2max (7%) (Krip et al., 1997).
Similar results were found in several other studies; these
studies all found that induced hypovolemic anemia (a
reduction in blood volume and red blood cell count) by
blood withdrawal decreased VO2max (Buick, Gledhill,
Froese, Spriet, & Meyers, 1980; Kanstrup & Ekblom,
1984). Furthermore, reinfusion of red blood cells following
normocythemia (the return to normal red blood cell levels)
results in a subsequent increase in VO2max greater than
pre-hypovolemia. (Buick et al., 1980; Kanstrup & Ekblom,
1984). These findings indicate a strong link between
VO2max and increases in blood volume and suggests oxygen
transport mechanisms could contribute to limitations in
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maximal aerobic capacity. Overall, cross-sectional data has
found endurance athletes possess 20–25% higher blood
volumes than untrained subjects, regardless of age or gender
(Convertino, 1991).
Research shows that shorter endurance training durations
(roughly four weeks) yield blood volume increases that are
attributed entirely to plasma volume expansion (Fortney &
Senay, 1979). However, longer training durations (roughly
eight weeks or more) show blood volume increases attributed
to both plasma volume expansion and red blood cell
expansion (Ray, Cureton, & Ouzts, 1990). Further evidence
for these findings comes from two longitudinal studies. The
first found that nine sedentary untrained females exposed to
four weeks of stationary cycle exercise exhibited a 9% blood
volume expansion, a 9.7% plasma volume expansion, and a
7% red cell volume expansion (Fortney & Senay, 1979).
The second found that when 16 sedentary men completed
cycling training four d/wk, 40 min/d for eight weeks they
showed a 8% blood volume expansion, 6% plasma volume
expansion, and 11% red cell volume expansion (Ray et al.,
1990). A literature review by Convertino (1991) observed
that most expansions in blood volume plateaued after
one week of training and almost all of the blood volume
expansion at 10 days of training was attributed to increases
in plasma volume. The average increase in blood volume in
the longitudinal studies reviewed by Convertino was 7%.
Although hematological changes resulting from long term
endurance training have been well documented, it has
not been well established whether an increased volume of
endurance training preferentially affects plasma volume or
red blood cell volume. Additional research on the subject can
have implications for understanding physiological changes
occurring in athletes adapting to more rigorous training
programs or moving from the recreational to elite level.
This study measures changes in the Hct and Hb of
recreational cyclists as they undergo intense endurance
training over the course of approximately 10 weeks. Because
Hct is the ratio of red blood cells in relation to total blood
volume, and Hb is the count of red blood cells in a given
volume of blood, these measurements demonstrate if red
blood cell volume expansion and plasma volume expansion
have occurred. An increase in Hct suggests that red blood
cell volume increased either exclusive of plasma volume
or to a greater extent than plasma volume. A decrease
in Hct suggests the converse. The purpose of this study
was to determine if long-term endurance training has a
greater effect on red blood cell volume or plasma volume.
I hypothesized that subjects would exhibit a preferential
increase in red blood cell volume.

METHODS

Potential participants in the study were identified by their
involvement with the program “4k for Cancer.” Individuals
enrolled in this program undertook a 4,000 mile bicycle
ride across the United States from June 1, 2015, to August
8, 2015 (approximately 70 days total). Twelve subjects
volunteered for this study (eight females and four males).
One female subject had to be excluded from the study
because she failed to submit information regarding her
pre-study training levels. The subjects averaged (mean ±
SD) 22.4 ± 1.4 years of age, 175.5 ± 11.6 cm in height, 75.3
± 26.1 kg pre-weight, and 76.5 ± 34.8 weekly self-reported
miles pre-study (see Table 1). All of the subjects averaged
560 miles/wk over the course of the program. This was an
average increase in training volume of 632.0%.
Subjects had a small amount of blood (5-10 mL) drawn
from an antecubital vein on two separate occasions; one

draw was immediately pre-trip and the other on day 55 of
the trip.
Both blood draws were completed in the morning, prior
to consumption of food or fluids. Blood was collected into
EDTA tubes and a small portion (less than 100 ul) of
whole blood (blood containing all of its components) was
immediately analyzed for Hct and Hb using a HemoCue
automated analyzer. Samples were analyzed in duplicate,
and if there was a greater than 5% difference between the
two samples, analysis was repeated a third time.
Subjects also had their age, gender, height, and weight
recorded (see Table 2). Changes in Hct and Hb were analyzed
using paired t-tests. Subjects self-reported their cycling
mileage one month prior to and during the “4k for Cancer”
trip. Pearson correlation coefficients were used to determine
the association between the change in weekly mileage
(recorded pre-trip to post-trip) to the change in both Hb and
Hct. Statistical significance was set a priori at P < 0.05.

Table 1. Pre-training descriptive statistics of subjects, including age, height, gender, weight, and self-reported weekly mileage.
Subject Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Average

Gender

Age (years)

Height (cm)

Weight (kg)

Average Self-Reported Weekly Mileage (miles)

F
F
M
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
F

22
20
22
22
24
22
25
23
23
21
22
22.4 ± 1.4

175.3
160.0
175.3
165.1
177.8
190.5
198.1
177.8
177.8
172.7
160.0
175.5 ± 11.6

68.5
62.6
70.5
61.7
64.4
83.0
148.8
74.4
78.9
66.2
48.9
75.3 ± 26.1

95
90
17
50
150
80
25
85
90
50
50
76.5 ± 34.8

Table 2. Post-training descriptive statistics of subjects, including age, height, gender, weight, and self-reported weekly mileage.
Subject Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Average

Gender

Age (years)

Height (cm)

Weight (kg)

F
F
M
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
F

23
21
22
22
24
22
25
23
24
21
22
22.6 ± 1.3

175.3
68.9
160.0
63.3
175.3
68.5
165.1
60.8
177.8
62.4
190.5
81.2
198.1
140.6
177.8
75.3
177.8
73.0
172.7
68.3
160.0
51.7
175.5 ± 11.6 74.0 ± 23.45

Average Self-Reported Weekly Mileage (miles)

560
560
560
560
560
560
560
560
560
560
560
560 ± 0
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RESULTS

The mean Hct of the 10 subjects who completed the study
significantly (p<0.05) increased from 42.9% to 48.45% (see
Figure 1). The mean Hb also increased significantly (p<0.05)
from 14.6g/dL to 16.4 g/dL (See Figure 2). Subjects exhibited
a small non-significant (p>0.05) mean weight change from
75.74 kg pre-weight to 74.55 kg post-weight. The changes in
Hct and Hb were not significantly (p>0.05) correlated with
the change in weekly mileage (R=0.13 and 0.16 respectively).

This discrepancy seems to indicate that hemostatic
adaptations continue when individuals are exposed to longterm endurance training regimens. The major finding of this
study is that the cyclists’ Hct and Hb increased substantially
following a large increase in training volume over a long
duration. Furthermore, the substantial increase in hematocrit
suggests that red blood cells increased either exclusive of
plasma volume or to a greater extent than plasma volume.
This finding indicates that increases in red blood cell volume
may be a more important factor in hemostatic changes in
trained individuals than previously thought.
It is important to note an explanation for this data. Past
findings have indicated overtraining may be associated
with increased Hct values (Aïssa Benhaddad et al., 1999).
Therefore, increasing the volume of training over a
longer period in already-trained endurance athletes could
preferentially affect red blood cells over plasma. The average
weekly mileage of our subjects was increased sevenfold, so it
is possible overtraining was a factor in Hct increases.

Figure 1.

Pre and post-training mean hematocrit (%) values of 11
recreational cyclists following a dramatic increase in training volume
over a 10-week period.

Figure 2. Pre and post-training mean hemoglobin (g/dL) values of 11

recreational cyclists following a dramatic increase in training volume
over a 10-week period.

DISCUSSION

Previous studies have determined increases in blood volume
during the initial two to four weeks of training can be
attributed almost entirely to a plasma volume expansion
(Convertino, 1991). When the duration of training
increases, however, increases in blood volume become
equally distributed between red blood cell mass and plasma
volume. (Akgün, Tartaroglu, Durusoy, & Kocatürk, 1974;
Convertino, 1993; Convertino, Mack, & Nadel, 1991; Oscai,
Williams, & Hertig, 1968; Ray et al., 1990).
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There were several limitations in this study worth exploring
in future research. Total blood volume was not calculated;
previous studies suggest that an increase in blood volume
would almost certainly occur (Convertino, 1991; Kanstrup &
Ekblom, 1984; Krip et al., 1997). Because total blood volume
was not calculated, changes in plasma volume could not be
calculated. However, due to the increases in Hct, it can be
inferred that plasma volume did not increase as much as red
blood cell volume. The effects of altitude-induced increases
in Hct during the ride were also not examined. Past studies
have identified altitude as having effects on hematological
adaptations at altitudes above 2,000m (Convertino, 1993;
Sawka, Hubbard, Francesconi, & Horstman, 1983; Schmidt
et al., 2002). Subjects in this study were only exposed to
altitudes above the 2,000m threshold for two consecutive
days, which research suggests is not enough exposure to
affect blood volume adaptations (Zubieta-Calleja, Paulev,
Zubieta-Calleja, & Zubieta-Castillo, 2007). Also, male and
female data were combined, and menstrual cycles could have
influenced variables. However, there was in increase of Hb
and Hct in every subject, which suggests gender differences
did not influence the results.
The study did not observe a correlation between the changes
in weekly mileage and Hct and Hb. One explanation could be
there is a mileage or mileage increase above which Hct and
Hb do not increase further. Another explanation could be the
homogenous pre-study weekly training mileage of the subject
group. This homogeneity caused the increases in training
mileage to be reasonably uniform across subjects. Finally,
there could be a relationship between increased mileage and
changes in Hct and Hb, but the study did not have enough
statistical power to detect it because of the low subject number.

The results of this study are important because research has
shown that endurance exercise training has implications
in general health and the development of chronic diseases.
Previous studies have explored the various effects of endurance
exercise on human physiology, and it has become evident that
the volume and mode of training have important impacts
on observed effects. Little research exists that examines the
transition from recreational athlete status to elite athlete
status. Future research should examine this transition to
enable a better understanding of how changes in volume of
endurance exercise influence physiological effects.
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JMURJ

INDIGENOUS LANGUAGE REVIVAL
The Wôpanâak Language Reclamation Project as a Case
Study in Indigenous Identity, Representation,
and Place-Based Knowledge
Kyle Woodward

ABSTRACT
Indigenous societies face issues related to cultural preservation, representation, and declining autonomy in
resource and land management. For most indigenous groups, native languages serve as the medium through
which culturally unique identities are expressed, and allow a highly contextualized environmental knowledge
base to be passed down intergenerationally. Native language preservation therefore facilitates the overall
survivability of an indigenous group’s culture, traditions, and collective knowledge. Unfortunately, many
indigenous languages today are in danger of extinction or have already been lost. The Wôpanâak Language
Reclamation Project serves as a prominent example of native language revival in the United States. Wampanoag
progress in preserving indigenous knowledge and identity has important implications for other native language
revivals in the future as we hope to further understand the role that traditional language plays for indigenous
societies in the 21st century.
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Linguistic diversity is declining at an alarming rate around
the world. Most linguists agree that over 5,000 languages
are spoken today; however, even the more optimistic of these
experts expect this number to be cut in half by the end
of this century (Woodbury, n.d.). According to UNESCO
linguists, a language becomes extinct once it is no longer
the first language learned by infants, and the last speaker
who learned the language in this way has died (UNESCO,
2017a). Indigenous languages represent a sizable proportion
of those languages in danger of extinction as well as ones
that have already gone extinct.
Recent studies estimate that well over 300 indigenous
languages were spoken in the United States and Canada
before European contact (McCarty, 2008); however, in the
last five centuries, 115 languages have disappeared in the
United States alone (UNESCO, 2017a). A smaller number of
currently unspoken languages are not classified as extinct;
rather, they are termed “sleeping” languages. This means
that the language is not spoken, but it still exists in written
documentation and is claimed by a particular heritage
community (UNESCO, 2017b).

Scholars have brought to light the
alarming extinction rates of indigenous
languages, as well as the intrinsic
value these languages hold for their
speakers and the rest of the world.
A more concerted effort has been made by linguists and
geographers to preserve indigenous languages recently.
Increased awareness has been a major part of this change;
many scholars have brought to light the alarming extinction
rates of indigenous languages, as well as the intrinsic value
these languages hold for their speakers and the rest of the
world (Basso, 1996; Davis, 2001; Harrison, 2007).
Revitalizing a language through conscious intention is
possible, though each language revival project contains
unique challenges. Despite progress over the last several
decades, few sleeping or extinct indigenous languages
have been brought back to life. The Wôpanâak Language
Reclamation Project (WLRP), created in 1993, stands as a
remarkable model for other indigenous groups in the future.
Under the direction of its founder, Jessie “Little Doe” Baird,
the four major tribes of the Wampanoag Nation of New
England seek to regain fluency in their native language
that has been silent for over 150 years (Weston & Sorenson,
2011).
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This paper seeks to address some of the implications that
the WLRP may have for important indigenous issues. In
particular, indigenous representation and identity, as well
as the appropriation of place-based knowledge through a
shared native language, are common defining aspects by
which indigenous groups demonstrate their uniqueness.
Both of these aspects of “indigenous” serve an important
role to the Wampanoag Nation, and through the revival
of their language, they will likely show greater strength in
such areas.

IDENTITY AND REPRESENTATION

The United Nations chooses not to define the term
“indigenous”; rather, it relies on a system of self-identification
in which individuals or groups can credibly identify
themselves as indigenous if they match a list of criteria.
This list includes characteristics such as “distinct language,
culture, and beliefs”; “historical continuity with pre-colonial
and/or pre-settler societies”; a “strong link to territories and
surrounding natural resources”; and a “resolve to maintain
and reproduce their ancestral environments and systems as
distinct peoples and communities” (United Nations, n.d.).
Any mental or physical act that contributes toward one’s
own indigenous identity or the indigenous identity of a
certain cultural group could be defined as “indigenous
representation” within this context. Indigenous representation
is a continuous battle for the world’s indigenous, as nonindigenous governments and economic markets hold
significant influence over what will and will not pass as
genuine indigeneity. The process Native Americans must go
through to gain federal recognition in the United States is
one such example (Mitchell, 2015).
The struggle for indigenous people to credibly identify
and authentically represent themselves as “indigenous” is
central to the fight for indigenous sovereignty and economic
equality. There are many factors contributing to matters
of indigenous identity loss. Assimilation pressures, both
economic and cultural, have contributed to a progression
of indigenous identity loss and inaccurate representations of
indigeneity since colonialism. Native languages play a crucial
role in forming the cultural foundation by which indigenous
people hope to represent themselves and maintain their
unique identities (Basso, 1996; Davis, 2001; Kipuri, 2009;
Wongbusarakum, 2009).
The Urak Lawoi people of the Adang Archipelago off the
coast of Thailand are an excellent example of indigenous
identity being challenged through loss of native language in
the face of nationalism and globalization. The Urak Lawoi’s
language belongs to the Malayo-Polynesian language family
and exists only in spoken form. The highly contextualized

environmental knowledge of their area exists primarily
within the Urak Lawoi language. Therefore, in order to
preserve this knowledge, the younger generation must be
taught to use their native language (Wongbusarakum,
2009). The government of Thailand has instituted required
education laws that place Urak Lawoi children in schools
where they learn the Thai language, and does not allow
many opportunities for learning Urak Lawoi cultural
traditions, such as fishing, boat making, and subsistence
food gathering (Wongbusarakum, 2009).

Native languages play a crucial role
in forming the cultural foundation by
which indigenous people hope to
represent themselves and
maintain their unique identities.
For many Urak Lawoi youth, their schooling has elicited a
strong curiosity for the outside world, replacing motivation
to learn Urak Lawoi culture. In recent years, large portions
of the younger generation have decided that traditional Urak
Lawoi life skills do not translate to their present situation.
Language, too, is neglected as young men and women enter
jobs in commercial fishing, tourism, and hospitality, where
English and Thai are most useful (Wongbusarakum, 2009).
Because their language has never been written down, forms
of Urak Lawoi cultural representation will be lost once the
pressures of cultural assimilation succeed in allowing the
last native speaker to die.
During the colonial period, external pressures on
indigenous identity and representation existed largely in
direct forms, such as government policies (Bragdon, 2009;
Conliff, 1998). A more modern, indirect type of external
pressure exists today in the form of tourism. Cultural
tourism has been cited as a major influential institution,
as tourists and tourism markets forcibly modify indigenous
representations according to expectations and pre-existing
cultural constructs (Martinez, 2012). Tourism expectations
are still a controlling factor for many indigenous groups,
influencing them to modify or adapt their forms of identity
in ways that better suit outsider expectations and markets
(Handsman, 2008; Martinez, 2012).
As explained by Handsman (2008), the well-established
tourism industry in Plymouth, Massachusetts, has
historically focused on the pilgrim perspective. Guidebooks
and information presented on tours do little justice to
Wampanoag history and culture, presenting them simply as

the Indians that greeted the colonial Pilgrims and helped
them through the Plymouth colony’s infancy. Handsman
proposes that a more accurate and informational tour of
Plymouth and its surrounding areas should incorporate
visits to significant sites of Wampanoag cultural history,
where current members of the Wampanoag nation would
tell the story of their people in their own voices.

INDIGENOUS PLACE-BASED KNOWLEDGE

A deep understanding of one’s environment has been
a consistently cited element defining all indigenous
societies (Basso, 1996; Harrison, 2007; Kingston, 2009
;Wongbusarakum, 2009). The native Alaskan inhabitants
of King Island have names for over 80 different rock
formations, and the Siona of the Putumayo in the Amazon
Basin have 18 distinct classifications of one species of plant
(Davis, 2001; Kingston, 2009). These are only two examples
in a large list of instances where indigenous people attain
and preserve place-based knowledge in their environments.
Language holds indigenous place-based knowledge because
it allows specific information to be learned, communicated,
and applied.
According to Harrison (2007), the capacity “to describe,
divide, and manage the local environment and its resources”
is made possible through language. Although every language
includes such descriptions, indigenous languages are distinct
in that their unique grammar structures have evolved
over millennia to be most useful in a specific geographic
location. Prefixes, suffixes, adjectives, and adverbs become
more efficient in their capacity to describe the speakers’
surrounding environment and the ways in which they
interact with it. For the Bantawa people of Nepal, names of
people, places, and things are slightly modified depending
on their elevation with respect to the speaker (Harrison,
2007). Similarly, the Tuva people of Southern Siberia take
into account noises, textures, and the physical appearance
of landscape features to create highly descriptive names for
specific places and environmental phenomena (Harrison,
2007). Indigenous languages reflect the intimate familiarity
with the landscape and provide a medium through which
knowledge of places and their environment are transferred
from person to person.
One particularly profound characteristic of indigenous
language is its utility in creating highly descriptive names
for places of significance. A study done by Kingston (2009)
regarding place-name densities on King Island, Alaska,
demonstrated that a large determinant of Inupiat people’s
success on the island was their ability to record and tell one
another about areas to collect food and natural resources
as well as places that should be avoided. Every place was
given a name that described in detail what could be found
James Madison Undergraduate Research Journal
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there, what it looked like, and the dangers associated with
it. After many generations of living on King Island, the
Inupiat people had compiled an encyclopedic knowledge
of their surroundings. By naming almost everything, they
were able to thrive in a harsh, unforgiving environment
(Kingston, 2009).
Using Western Apache ethnography, Basso (1996) draws
striking connections between language and its application
for place-based knowledge. Moral stories of their ancestors
and events of historical significance, are imbued into the
surrounding landscape of Cibecue, Arizona. Each place had
been given a particular name long ago. As Basso learned
quickly, pronouncing these names correctly is crucial today,
because quoting one’s ancestors is not to be taken lightly.
“Stalking with stories,” Basso explains, is a method of
communication using mutually recognizable place names
which Western Apache community members can express
their opinions and guide one another to make moral and
socially acceptable decisions. These people rely heavily on
their native language as a tool to conduct everyday social
transactions. Therefore, places that hold meaning for the
Western Apache are only significant when spoken of in their
own language (Basso, 1996). Language fluency and use is on
the decline among the Western Apache people, like many
other indigenous groups around the world. Without their
language, places and their names lose their meanings, and
the moral infrastructure upon which the Western Apache
community is built could crumble (Basso, 1996).
In 1997, Elizabeth Little conducted a place-name analysis
for 86 documented Wampanoag place names on Nantucket
Island, Massachusetts. At the time, the WLRP was in its
early stages, and even its founder, Baird, had not achieved
Wôpanâak language proficiency. By using what was
known at the time of Wampanoag linguistic structure and
meanings of root words, Little compiled a list of Nantucket
place names and their variations over time, along with their
possible meanings. Little does well in analyzing place names
as products of the Nantucket Indians’ familiarity with, and
their desire to describe, the Nantucket landscape. At present,
a review of this study by newly trained Wampanoag linguists
could provide meaningful insight and further attest to the
parallels between the Wôpanâak language and indigenous
place-based knowledge.

TRADITIONAL WAMPANOAG LIFEWAY

The Wampanoag Nation inhabited northern Rhode Island
and southeastern coastal Massachusetts, including Cape Cod
and the islands of Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket (see
Figure 1). According to archaeological records, Wampanoag
people have continuously inhabited this region since
sedentism began as early as 8000 BP. Most recent research
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estimates that the pre-contact population was around 15,000
(Conliff, 1998).
The Wampanoag lived in a diverse landscape holding a
variety of inland and coastal resources that were available
at different times of the year. Gathering resources in the
upland forests, such as acorns and timber, played a crucial
role for those living more inland (Bernstein, 1993). Shellfish
harvesting, particularly quahogs, bay and sea scallops, and
ribbed mussels, largely contributed to the diets of the more
coastal living peoples for as much as three or four seasons per
year (Bernstein, 1993). Fishing was a year-round subsistence
activity both inland and on the coast.

FiGure 1.

Blue shaded areas indicate the estimated geographic extent
of the Wampanoag Nation before colonial contact. Red dots and their
corresponding letter keys indicate locations of the current Wampanoag
communities that are involved with the WLRP (A: Aquinnah Tribe at
Gay Head; B/D: Mashpee Tribe and the Assonet Band; C: Herring Pond
Wampanoag Tribe).

Ocean fishing was predominately done in the summer, while
the rivers, lakes, and ponds were fished in the fall, winter,
and spring. Deer made up as much as 90% of mammal
meat eaten throughout the year. Additional meat sources
included whales that washed ashore and seals that were
actively hunted for their skins as well as meat (Sturtevant &
Trigger, 1978). Horticulture was also prevalent throughout
the Wampanoag landscape. Early European explorers,
such as Samuel de Champlain and John Smith, recorded
extensive cultivation of maize, beans, and squash all along
the coast of Massachusetts (Handsman, 2008).
Prehistoric settlement patterns in New England were
complex and highly variable over time and space (Bernstein,
1993). Given existing archaeological research, therefore, the
degree to which Wampanoag people migrated seasonally in
the several thousand years before 16th century contact is
not well known. Research at specific sites has occasionally
indicated where certain seasonal subsistence activities
occurred (Bernstein, 1993), but seasonal mobility patterns

for an entire cultural group is much harder to confirm.
Archaeological research done along northern Atlantic
Coast sites proposes that multiple-season or year-round
coastal occupation may have occurred in the final centuries
of the prehistoric period (Bernstein, 1990; Gwynne, 1985;
Lightfoot & Cerrato, 1988). Scholarship based on European
explorers’ accounts suggests that seasonal mobility between
inland and coastal areas did occur during the 16th and
early 17th centuries (Handsman, 2008; Heath, 1963).

WAMPANOAG CULTURAL DIMENSION

The Wampanoag shared cultural and social similarities with
other New England groups. Their language, Wôpanâak,
belongs to the Algonquian language family. Many correlating
sounds and grammar rules have been found between
Wôpanâak and languages spoken in other parts of New
England, such as the Narragansett and Pequot languages
(Goddard, 1996). Wampanoag society, like other eastern
coastal native societies, was organized through a series of
connected sachemships. Sachemships were headed by each
tribe’s sachem, responsible for the Nation’s diplomacy, internal
governance, and warfare; they are considered the leaders
of Native American nations (Bragdon, 1996a). Sachems
were usually men; however, scholars are not certain that
political office was entirely patrilineal. The male nobility,
or ahtaskoaog, acted as advisors under the sachem and
were believed to have influence over sachem succession
(Bragdon, 1996b). Community members below the ranks
of nobility were often referred to as missinuok, or “common
people.” These people did participate in decision-making
regarding land transactions and disputes; however, Little
argues that this role declined significantly throughout the
17th century (as cited in Bragdon, 1996b, p. 143). European
explorers documented a social class resembling that of a
servant or slave. This lowly status seemed to be reserved
for foreigners, or those not descendant from Wampanoag
ancestors (Bragdon, 1996).

EUROPEAN INFLUENCES:
17TH CENTURY CONTACT

Exposure to European diseases occurred as early as 1612 when
European exploration and trade became frequent (Strong
Woman & Moondancer, 1998). A major disease epidemic
from 1617 to 1619 hit large areas of Wampanoag territory.
The people of the interior of Massachusetts and Rhode
Island were affected the most, while the Wampanoag tribes
living on Cape Cod, Martha’s Vineyard, and Nantucket saw
significantly fewer casualties (Sturtevant & Trigger, 1978).
In 1621, Massasoit and Edward Winslow signed a treaty on
behalf of the Wampanoag and the Plymouth Colony that
outlined intentions of military peace and mutual aid in
either entity’s time of need (Humins, 1987).

By the mid-to-late 1600s, increased efforts by Christian
ministers to proselytize the Wampanoag people began
to see some success in particular areas. Early Christian
missionaries sought to learn the Wampanoag language as
a way to better communicate to the Indians the ideas of
Christianity. Within a few short decades, many easterly
Wampanoag villages, particularly those on Cape Cod,
Martha’s Vineyard, and Nantucket had become “praying
towns” (Eden, 2014). However, the pursuits of Christian
missionaries had mixed results across the entire Wampanoag
Nation; in the proceeding decades, communities ranged
widely in their degree of Christian acceptance (Winiarski,
2005).
In the large majority were communities in which both
the Wampanoag and white colonists had adapted their
traditions and worldview to include portions of the
other’s: colonists sought the advice of shamans and other
Wampanoag spiritual figures; Wampanoags worshipped
at “Indian Churches”; and the Indians and colonists alike
subscribed to rumors of witchcraft, ghosts, and spirits
(Winiarski, 2005). Exceptions to these communities
existed on both ends of the spectrum. Some families
completely internalized Puritan ideology and English
colonial lifestyle, while others chose to continue living
in their traditional ways in spite of missionary efforts
(Winiarski, 2005).

Issues over land ownership and
assimilation pressures from colonial
expansion fueled frequent conflicts.
After Massasoit’s death in 1662, the peace treaty between
the colonists and the Wampanoag was void and hostility
began to grow. Metacom, who was commonly referred
to by the English as King Phillip, became sachem in
a much different era than his father. Issues over land
ownership and assimilation pressures from colonial
expansion fueled frequent conflicts (Bragdon, 2009). In
1675, Native Americans from present-day Rhode Island
to Vermont united under Metacom to declare war against
the colonists (Bragdon, 2009). King Phillip’s War lasted
about one year and resulted in King Phillip’s execution,
as well as massive Wampanoag casualties for tribes that
engaged in battle. The Wampanoag tribes on Cape Cod,
Martha’s Vineyard, and Nantucket did not join the war.
Consequently, the majority of the Wampanoag were
significantly constrained to these three areas after 1676
(Sturtevant & Trigger, 1978).
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Indian removal and socioeconomic marginalization occurred
with greater frequency in the late 17th century, especially
after the war ended. Initial reservations for Wampanoag
people were created by the colonial government in the
interests of both removing potentially threatening Indians
from nearby colonial towns, and to gain access to the
land and resources that a certain Wampanoag community
controlled (Goddard, 1996).

HISTORY OF LANGUAGE EXTINCTION:
18TH–19TH CENTURIES

By the early 1700s, Christian influence was strong in
the majority of Wampanoag communities, making the
Wampanoag the most Christianized Indians in Southern
New England (Sturtevant & Trigger, 1978). Inevitably, this
subjected a declining Wampanoag population to stronger
control by the colonial government. Many reservations
were created in the 1700s, the two most significant
being at Mashpee and Gay Head (Conliff, 1998). The
land appropriated for reservations was typically the
least productive of the region, limiting the success of
horticulture, hunting, and gathering.

Constraints on Wampanoag sovereignty
and continual efforts to remove
Wampanoag people from their native
lands after the 1700s only made it harder
for them to survive in their former lifeway.
Further constraints on Wampanoag sovereignty and
continual efforts to remove Wampanoag people from their
native lands after the 1700s only made it harder for them
to survive in their former lifeway (Conliff, 1998). Some
families moved to nearby towns for job opportunities, while
others continued to try to make a living on the reservation
through market-oriented farming (Conliff, 1998). Thus,
the process of assimilation into the New England social
economy increased due to the Wampanoag peoples’ limited
economic options.
Though efforts by Christian missionaries and scholars in
the 1600s and early 1700s had succeeded in teaching the
Wampanoag to write in their own language, fluency in
English became necessary for any Wampanoag person to
integrate into the economy. English was taught in schools
where the use of the Wampanoag language was discouraged
and even forbidden (Bragdon, 2009).
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Native identity was incrementally compromised through
dramatic decreases in native language use and traditional
lifestyle practices. With the exception of a few larger
reservations whose leaders fought hard for self-governance,
many Wampanoag communities gradually acculturated
into white society or consolidated throughout the 1800s
(Conliff, 1998). Because of continual acculturation pressures,
the native Wampanoag language became much more
of a ceremonial language than one used for everyday
communication. By the early 1900s, only a handful of
Wampanoag words and phrases could be recalled by elders
(Sturtevant & Trigger, 1978).

WAMPANOAG LANGUAGE
(WÔPANÂAK) WRITTEN RECORD

In North America, the largest corpus of documents written
in a native language is in Wôpanâak. It is also the first
American Indian language to develop and use an alphabetic
writing system, and, therefore, it is the first native
language to be used in written form by its native speakers
(Goddard, 1996; Wôpanâak Language Reclamation Project
[Wôpanâak], 2014). To this day, the single most studied
document written in Wôpanâak is John Eliot’s Indian Bible,
or Mamusse Wunneetupanatamwe Up-Biblum God (Dippold,
2014). Eliot was a Puritan missionary of the Massachusetts
Bay Colony who sought to convert the Wampanoag to
Christianity through literacy (Goddard, 1996). In order
for the Indians to independently read scripture, their own
language first had to have a written form. Eliot began
studying the language in 1643, working closely with several
native speakers. By showing Wampanoag speakers how to
phonetically spell the various sounds of their language,
Eliot was able to create an alphabet and a unitary system
of phoneme spellings (Goddard, 1996).
Other scholarly works of Wampanoag linguistics built on
the groundwork of Eliot. In 1707, Josiah Cotton compiled
a complete Wôpanâak vocabulary in an attempt to clarify
particular vowel pronunciations that seemed ambiguous in
Eliot’s system. Experience Mayhew, with assistance from
a native bilingual speaker, John Nesnumun, produced the
Psalms and the Gospel of John in Wôpanâak in 1709, using
a self-revised version of Eliot’s orthography (Goddard,
1996).
Because of the scholarly contributions of Eliot and others,
Wôpanâak literacy rates became substantial by the 18th
century (Mifflin, 2008). Wampanoag people were able to
write legal documents, petitions, letters, and land deeds in
their own language. Many of these still exist in archives
(Mifflin, 2008). In 1903, philologist James Trumbull
published his contribution to Wampanoag linguistics, Natick
Dictionary (Trumbull, 1903).

This book is the most complete and coherent contribution
since the study of John Eliot’s Indian Bible, and has helped
scholars after him to further understand the structure and
underlying implications of the Wôpanâak language (Mifflin,
2008). The latest contribution to Wampanoag language
records came in 1988 with Native Writings in Massachusett, by
Ives Goddard and Kathleen Bragdon. The book is comprised
of a collection of written documents, such as petitions,
wills, records of land transactions, and arrest warrants,
accompanied by their English translations.

WÔPANÂAK LANGUAGE RECLAMATION PROJECT

The WLRP, founded by Jessie “Little Doe” Baird in 1993,
is a collaborative effort by four recognized Wampanoag
communities. The federally recognized Mashpee tribe
on Cape Cod, the federally recognized Aquinnah tribe
at Gay Head on Martha’s Vineyard, the state-recognized
Herring Pond Tribe, and the tribally-recognized Assonet
band (see Figure 1) hold regular meetings to discuss the
project’s mission and its progress (Weston & Sorenson,
2011).

Baird describes her motivation as
coming from a series of recurring dreams
in which her ancestors spoke to her in
Wôpanâak, telling her to “ask
Wampanoag people if they would like
their language home again”
Wôpanâak had no living speakers for 150 years by the
time Jessie Baird began her groundbreaking project.
Baird describes her motivation as coming from a series
of recurring dreams in which her ancestors spoke to her
in Wôpanâak, telling her to “ask Wampanoag people if
they would like their language home again” (Weston &
Sorenson, 2011). Within a few years, Baird became aware of
a scholarship available to her to study at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. She chose Algonquian Linguistics
as her course of study and subsequently became a graduate
student under Dr. Kenneth Hale, who was eager to help
her revive the Wampanoag language (Weston & Sorenson,
2011).
Through careful study of the major documents of written
Wôpanâak, such as John Eliot’s Indian Bible and James
Trumbull’s Natick Dictionary, Baird and Hale constructed
a complete vocabulary consisting of over 11,000 words, as

well as a list of grammar rules (Mifflin, 2008; Wôpanâak,
2014). Cross-linguistic comparison with other Algonquian
languages aided in determining correct pronunciation of
unique sounds within words (Mifflin, 2008).
Upon obtaining her M.A. in 2000, Baird and directors of
the WLRP began to make further plans for implementation
of Wôpanâak language learning. Thus far, three Wampanoag
community members have become certified Wôpanâak
linguists under Baird in a Master-Apprentice language
immersion program, and over 15 have become certified
language teachers (Weston & Sorenson, 2011; Wôpanâak,
2014).
Five grammar workbooks, various language immersion
camps, and the development of a “no English” curriculum
have become important teaching tools. Classes are offered
in communities in Aquinnah, Mashpee, Plymouth, New
Bedford, and Boston for children and adults using different
language teaching models. In addition, the creation of hardcopy dictionaries, coloring-and-story books for kids, and
board games for all ages have also been helpful teaching
supplements (Weston & Sorenson, 2011).
The WLRP has received funding from multiple
benefactors. A $500,000 grant from the MacArthur
Foundation for Baird’s accomplishments has focused on
language learning implementation. Federal grants from
the Administration for Native Americans and continual
fundraising by all Wampanoag tribes involved continue
to bring in necessary revenue for the WLRP’s projects
(Weston & Sorenson, 2011; Wôpanâak, 2014).
In close collaboration with Jessie Baird and members of
the WLRP, MakePeace Productions made a documentary
film, We Still Live Here—As Nutayuneân, which relates the story
of the foundation and helps raise awareness and funds for
ongoing projects of the WLRP (Weston & Sorenson, 2011). In
September of 2016, Mukayuhsak Weekuw (“The Children’s
House”) opened for its first year with 10 preschool students
enrolled. Mukayuhsak Weekuw was made possible by a
collaborative effort between tribal families and Montessori
educators who are trained in Tribal language education, as
well as a generous grant from the Administration for Native
Americans.
WLRP teachers developed a “culture-based language
immersion nest curriculum,” through which all school
subjects are taught (Wôpanâak, 2014). Moving forward,
it seems that the number of eager Wampanoag learners
is growing, and with it, the capacity of Baird and her
project’s coordinators to effectively implement methods
for language fluency.
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DISCUSSION

The WLRP already appears to be a source of pride for
tribal members as there are now many more ways to
be distinctly Wampanoag. Ceremonies, songs, youth
education, and more are being reclaimed and recreated
in Wôpanâak. Tribal members are beginning to regain
the ability to express their Wampanoag identity through
communicative means, both in speech and in writing.
As other modern indigenous language examples
suggest, communicating in one’s culturally distinct
language has major benefits to a community’s strength
and resilience.
There is no doubt that as Wôpanâak fluency becomes
more common, Wampanoag people will have more tools
to represent their cultural distinctiveness. However,
more directed outcomes are hard to estimate. Perhaps
the WLRP and its influence will lead to changes in the
public perception of both modern Wampanoag people,
and those that lived in the past. There could be a rise
in Wampanoag language and history scholarship, whereby
inaccuracies in the Wampanoag colonial history could
be found. Regardless of particular outcomes, the WLRP
will surely affect past, present, and future Wampanoag
representations in a positive way.

With the Wôpanâak language
finally back after more than a century of
silence, the Wampanoag Nation will
be able to rediscover, and contribute
further to, their ancestors’
place-based knowledge system.
It is common for indigenous groups to possess comprehensive ecological knowledge that aids them in navigating
and subsisting within their environment. This information
lives within an indigenous community’s native language.
Therefore, without the ability to speak their own
languages, the world’s indigenous are unable to access
the information that has ensured their ancestors’ survival
for millennia. With the Wôpanâak language finally back
more than a century of silence, the Wampanoag Nation
will be able to rediscover, and contribute further to, their
ancestors’ place-based knowledge system.
In a modern world, it cannot be assumed that Wampanoag
people will be able to access and apply Wampanoag place-
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based knowledge in the same way their pre-colonial
ancestors did. The lands and resources of southeastern
New England are owned and managed in a much different
way today than they were half a millennium ago. In the
last few decades, however, indigenous land and resource
management practices have been getting more attention.
Integrating uniquely indigenous environmental practices
with modern scientific methodologies has become a
rapidly growing research topic, and, in many countries,
scholars have supported integrating “traditional ecological
knowledge” (TEK) with modern scientific methodology for
more effective resource management (Adams et al., 2014;
Castledon, Garvin, & Huu-Ay-Aht First Nation, 2009; Xu
et al., 2006).
In the future, Wôpanâak could also exist as a regionally
specific “database,” where new ideas for land and resource
management may be found, extracted, and adapted to the
modern institutions already in place. With continued study
of the language and more attention from the scientific
community, the Wampanoag and their unique database
of southeastern New England may contribute to further
progress in TEK integration, both academically and in
practice.

SUMMARY

Indigenous language revitalization holds important
implications for the future of indigenous speakers, in
terms of cultural identity and environmental problem
solving. Baird’s WLRP is one of the most comprehensive
cases in the United States to date in that the native
language had lost all its native speakers for over a
century. Indicative of every indigenous group is a
mutually intelligible language that reflects particular
geographic understandings, allows for the creation and
communication of traditional ecological knowledge, and
through speech, defines the unique characters of an
indigenous person’s identity.
Using their recovered language as a tool, the Wampanoag
people now have a greater capacity to strengthen and
define their identity and forms of representation. Moreover,
if language proficiency couples with historical and
archaeological research, we may be able to gain further
insight into the traditional Wampanoag lifeways of the past.
More information regarding Wampanoag environmental
interaction therefore may become more accessible and
applicable to current issues of land and resource management.
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Zachary Buchin grew up in Beaverdam, Virginia, and received his undergraduate degree
in 2015 with a major in Psychology and a minor in Statistics. He served on the JMURJ
Editorial Board as a junior and senior and is now in his third year of a five-year PhD program
at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Psychology and Neuroscience Department
studying memory and cognition. His research focuses on retrieval-based learning, divided
attention, and educational applications of cognitive science. He hopes to remain in academia
when he graduates and to teach as a professor at a liberal arts school.

Danielle LeFrancois graduated in 2017 with a degree in Media Arts & Design and a

concentration in Integrated Advertising and Corporate Communication. While at JMU, she
served on the JMURJ design team. She lives in Washington, D.C., and works as a Marketing
and Communication Specialist at Boland.

Christina Reilly graduated in May 2017 as a Media Arts & Design and Spanish double

major. Her SMAD concentration was Integrated Advertising and Corporate Communication.
She lives in Charlottesville and works at Merkle, a digital marketing company, doing search
engine optimization.
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Russell Munn graduated in 2017 with a degree in Media Arts and Design and a concentration

in Integrated Advertising and Corporate Communications. He is currently training to become a
Financial Adviser with a firm in Richmond, Virginia.

Andrew Strasel graduated in 2017 and studied Media Arts and Design with a concentration
in Digital Video and Cinema. He works as a Junior Editor Assistant at Long Story Short Media.

Jess Garcia

graduated in 2017 as a Media Arts & Design major with a concentration in
Interactive Media and double minors in Women’s and Gender Studies and English. She is
currently pursuing a master’s degree in Social Work at Arizona State University. Her dream is
to one day become a Licensed Clinical Social Worker.

Lindsey Chiles graduated in 2017 with a Bachelor of Arts in Media Arts and Design with a

concentration in Journalism, as well as a degree in Communication Studies with a concentration
in Public Relations. She lives in Northern Virginia and works in marketing.

Sam Taylor, from Richmond, Virginia, is a recent graduate of the School of Media Arts and
Design. He concentrated in Digital Video & Cinema and minored in Film Studies and Creative
Writing. He currently works at a local nursery in Richmond, Virginia, exploring interests in
horticulture and landscaping.
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Sarah Koth is a Communication Studies major from Powhatan, Virginia, with minors in

Nonprofit Studies and Creative Writing. While studying abroad in Ireland (2016), she began to
see the importance of language when dealing with large-scale problems. She plans on earning
a master’s degree and working toward a nonprofit career that advocates for social justice. Other
pieces of her work have been published in The Breeze (2014) and Gardy Loo (2016, 2017).

Laura VanDemark

is a History major with minors in Secondary Education, Interdisciplinary Social Sciences, and Honors Interdisciplinary Studies. Upon graduating in
December 2018, Laura will continue her education at JMU and pursue an M.A. in Teaching. In
her free time, Laura enjoys travel, photography, and searching for the best flavor of ice cream.

Jessie Axsom, from Blacksburg, Virginia, graduated in 2016 with a B.S. in Kinesiology

and a minor in Biology. She is now completing a post-baccalaureate research fellowship at
the National Institutes of Health in the Laboratory of Cardiovascular Science in the National
Institute on Aging. At the NIH she studies heart rhythms and their associated dysfunction
with aging. She wrote “Hematological Changes” with the help of Dr. Christopher Womack, her
honors thesis committee chair and a professor of Kinesiology at JMU.

Kyle Woodward

graduated in the spring of 2017 with a B.S. in Geographic Science. He
currently works at Timmons Group in Richmond, Virginia. Kyle plans to start graduate school
in the fall of 2018, where he will pursue a master’s degree in Geography or Geoscience. A few
of his favorite things include playing ultimate frisbee, riding his bike, and exploring new places.
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PHOTO COMPETITION WINNERS

Research helps students learn how to ask new
questions and solve complex problems. We believe
that these skill sets are valuable in every field and
instill in students a sense of excitement about
learning and the development of new knowledge.
Jonathan Alger, President of James Madison University
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JMURJ
CELEBRATING FIVE VOLUMES
Check out Volumes 1–5 of JMURJ! Through five volumes, the James Madison
Undergraduate Research Journal has sought to promote, publish, and share JMU
undergaduate research and scholarship. All JMURJ volumes are available through
JMU’s Scholarly Commons platform: http://commons.lib.jmu.edu/jmurj/.

For more information, including submission guidelines, publishing
history, and steps to become a board member, visit our website at
www.jmu.edu/jmurj.
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